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TEACHER IN-SERVICE TRAINING 

THROUGH THE CASE STUDY 

CHIP TER I 

INTRO DLTCTIOI'T 

From time immemorial, man has tried to direct and 

assist others. From the earliest ages, spiritual writers 

have thought of man's spiritual needs and given counsel to 

the soul. So, too, the doctor to his patient, the lawyer 

to his client, the mother to the daurhter, and the master 

to his pupil. The guidance movement in naerica and in the 

world at large is merely an outrowth and en awakening to 

fulfilling one of the rights that could be made available 

to a democracy loving, people. 

As breakdovms have appeared in individuals, in fami- 

lies, businesses, and nations, the need for definite guid- 

ance has been seen by cormunities, churches, and schools. 

Although guidance novi permeates almost every activity of 

the school, it is not always systematic or scientific. It 
has not helped enough boys nd ir1s to happy maturity. 

In the realization that individuals differ, opportunities 

have been envisioned; but the school has seemed unable to 

base its program on this assumption. 

It is not necessary to wait for maturity in age in 

individuals to see conflicts arise; ve need only note 



the orta1ity rate among younger pupils durin the first 
years of transition froi. childhood to adolescence. These 

students do not suffer from an organic or hered.itary de- 

feet or from mental deficiency, but from a lack of train- 

in. to understandings and to a realization that persistent 

effort is necessary to arrive at achievements. i'hese seme 

students who do not enter senior high school after leav- 

in the junior high school could, with an intel1ient uid- 

ance service, become sensitive to auditing their inventory 

of assets and. liabilities so that apparent failure would 

not deter them frora proressin: in the line of direction 

desired. These youn people would then become aware that 

there niay be an unpleasant element in any situation and 

that all these conflicts, which may be in emotional,social, 

spiritual, intellectual, or educational areas, if niet with 

understanding, are merely opportunities for them to make 

independent, inte1lient decisions. I'Jaturity expressed 

in each act would then show self-direction as a goal for 

livin. Counseling with this type of goal will enable 

students to formulate to the best of their abilities a 

philosophy of life which will enable then to deal with 

life's internal mental problems and their external re- 

lations with other human beings. 
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Lost probleni. areas of pupils require relatively 

little counseling if discovered at the outset. -nti-so- 

cial impulses are inclined to run their course. It is the 

realization of the wise counselor that all behavior is 

completely logical v:hen e get the whole picture, so it is 

that the counselor detects the problems, realizing that 

unbalanced behavior always overshoots or ujidershoots the 

normal pattern of behavior. It is ii nipping these mal- 

adjustments of the individual in their beginnings that 

ruidance practices are in the plan for being conservators 

of human resources. 

The guidance services of the school should aid 

pupils to meet their educational, vocational, health, so- 

cial, civic, and pesonal problems. ..ith an 'tanticipation 

growing type of understanding" guidance program, the stu- 

dent should grow toward maturity within each level of his 

experience. Such a program will instill in youth a spirit: 

(1) to achieve oals; (2) to develop pleasure in :rowth 

toward maturity in each level of experience; (3) to feel 

satisfaction for work well done; (4) to work towards 

realization of academic possibilities and job adaptability; 

and (5) to develop the idea of adventure in the challenge 

of our tres. 

Every pupil needs the assistance of a counselor as 
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a regular part of his school program. The counselor who 

devotes a large portion of his time to "problem" boys and 

girls may ultimately discover that what appeared to be 

minor problems of so-called "normal" pupils have progres- 

sed to a degree requiring extensive therapeutic treatment. 

The counselor's view-point in this connection should be 

characterized by the axiom, "every pupil a counselee." 

Statement of Problem 

There is a dirth of knowledge among educators as to 

the "real pegs" of guidance. The aim of "Teacher In-Ser- 

vice Training through the Case Study" is to teach the en- 

tire staff how to use guidance techniques. 

The work of a guidance program cannot be 
carried on in any school, no matter how well 
provided with specialists on the staff, un- 
less the entire faculty understands and sympa- 
thizes with the objectives of the program and, 
in fact, participates in many of the activi- 
ties required. (11:10) 

As teachers attempt to individualize instruction, 

they need more and more information about pupils. This 

they can accumulate through the case study. The case 

study is one of the best sources of teaching guidance 

techniques to the school personnel since there are so 

many tools and devices used in its preparation. 

Staff members should not only Iciow what material 

has been accumulated by counselors about individual 
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students but should be able to interpret this material 

and use it as an aid to their teaching techniques. Their 

in-service training should also make them realize their 

limitations as counselors and to use only the material 

which directly concerns their work with the student, leav- 

ing to the counselor the specific task of guidance. 

It is hoped that knowledge of guidance techniques 

will also give an appreciation and. understanding of the 

"individual" philosophy behind the guidance movement. 

Purpose of Study 

Although the value of in-service training is general- 

ly recognized, very little has actually been done to utilize 

it. The purpose of the present study on tTeacher In-Ser- 

vice Training through the Case Study" is to present a method 

that will not only help to fill the need "to know what to 

do," but which also will further an understanding of guid- 

afee among staff members, will promote deeper insights 

among counselors, and give information about techniques to 

teachers. íe are in a "total all-out adjustment progre 

for the pupil" when the case study is used as a basis for 

diagnosis. It is then that the thinking of the student, 

school, staff members and community will reap definite 

results. 

Physical and intellectual training of students have 



taken precedence for years over an integrated-all-out-- 

growth, which considers the emotional and spiritual as well 

as the physical and intellectual aspects of life. Right 

training of the emotions is quite as important as the 

training of the intellect. With certainty it can be stated 

that feeling tone is one hundred per cent important. True, 

it is the intellience of an individual that is able to 

turn on the lieht to discover avenues of better living, 

but it is emotional integration that promotes emotional se- 

curity. Parents and teachers have not appreciated this as 

much as they have skills and knowledges, or if they have, 

there has not been the medium available for this achieve- 

ment. Yet is is true that these emotions are acauired in 

the saine manner as intellectual habits; that is, by satis- 

factory recognitions ained through the regular learning 

processes. 

The criminal delinquencies rampant in youth and 

adulthood are largely due to pernicious emotional distor- 

tions acquired in childhood, those that the parent and 

educator failed to see at their inception. It may be said 

also of the failure and half-successes of adults that they 

are frequently attrïbutable to aggravated traits of per- 

sonality which had their beginnings in childhood. It is 

through careful guidance that these emotional responses 

can be recognized and treatment given. This is a 
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necessity if we wish to brine about an economy in human 

endeavors. 

It can be seen that the right training of the eno- 

tional life of childhood is every iota as important as the 

right training; of his intellectual life. It is through 

the case study analysis that teachers can be led to see 

that education is not "just by bread alone," but by areas 

of rowth rneetin the educational, envirornaental, spiritual, 

intellectual and social ideals so that certain patterns of 

integration will logically follow. These patterns can be 

classified as follows: 

First, the pattern need "to be useful." 

Second, the pattern need "of pride and of praise 

in what he can accomplish." The "ego" learns by doing, 

by being prasised and by being socially acceptable. 

Third, the pattern need "to have freedom to coin- 

pare himself with others and to have this opportunity." 

I-le is deprived of this pattern if he feels different or 

if he can not compare himself satisfactorily with the 

members of his group. 

Fourth, the pattern need "of opportunity for the 

student to plan for the future, 'Vihat is to happen the 

next day?' helping him to realize that what he plans for 

today will help him to live tomorrow." At school, plan- 

fling ahead is an individualized way to foster security. 



Fifth, the pattern need "of some pride in his 

neighborhood, family and re1iion." In this, he must be- 

come satisfied. 

ixth, the pattern need"òf understanding sex 

drive from the aesthetic and from the normal scientific 

standpoint, knowing why certain restrictions are as they 

are " 

With every experience emotions result, and if stu- 

dents develop insecurity as the result of emotional 

twists, they are handicapped. Jlso, if these patterns are 

woven weakly or some are missing, the student faces life 

with a sense of insecurity. Ho';ever, it can be that if 

any of these patterns is missing, it can be compensat- 

ed for by some others; but if too many are missing, mal- 

adjustments result which often develop into psychoses in 

the adolescent. 

The individualistic study of a case can determine 

many of the insecurities of students. This is why the 

plan-work of the study of "case study through in-service 

training" can help staff members develop patterns of the 

integrated personality. The method "Teacher In-service 

Training through the Case Study" makes it possible for 

teachers to pTasp techniques used in guidance services. 



The Case Study Approach 

There is a growing interest on the part of teachers 

in what is done by counselors and guidance clinics, and 

the question they ask is, "How can more be learned about 

the guidance approaches?" 

In defining the Case Study it might be said that 

the Case study is making a study of the problems or the 

needs of the particular student, realizing this from. the 

bases of data presented, and the individual considered in 

the 1iht of the data procurable with the insight for 

human needs held uppermost. 

It might be wise to include a guidance expert's 

feelings towards the Case Study and its ramifications. 

The case-study involves a thorough invest i- 
gation of the various factors having to bear 
upon an individual adjustment. It includes a 
study of his physical health, educational pro- 
gress, home conditions, family background 
and other facts essential to an understanding 
of personal development. Iany normal children 
have been studied in this detailed way, but the 
case-study method is usually utilized with 
children or youths who are coping with marked 
learning or behavior difficulties. In cases 
involvinp severe maladjustment, information 
may be gathered concerning the individual's 
prenatal development, disciplinary problems 
during childhood days, mental and emotional 
maturity, school history, relationships with 
friends and other associates and personal 
habits and interests. 

Teachers who are familiar with mental 
hygiene principles and viho have the desire and 
the time, can assist in many ways in Case 
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Studies with both nornial and maladjusted 
children and youths. The information needed 
may be secured from parents, friends, rela- 
tions, associates, teachers, court records, 
the family physician, school records, and 
from the subject himself. The objective 
is to secure a comprehensive clinical pic- 
ture of the pupil's personality and the home 
and school conditions under which it has de- 
veloped. Such a thorough perspective often 
enables the teacher to assist in the plan- 
ning of a program designed to bring about a 
thorough going personality reconstruction 
when needed. (6:5) 

In the Proceedings of the Sixth National Conf er- 

ence of State Supervisors of Occupational Information, this 

need is fully realized and extensive answers to the ques- 

tion are given: 

In the Area of the Individual Inventory 

1. Assist in the compilation of the cumula- 
tive record. 

2. Keep pupils individual inventory to date. 
3. Have a thorough knowledge of every pupil 

in 1115 group. 
4. Furnish the counselor information con- 

cerning pupils. 
5. Secure necessary information to aid in 

parent contacts. 

In the Field of Counseling 

1. Be on the alert for interests, aptitudes 
plans and behavior patterns about which 
the student's counselor should know. 

2. Direct to the counselor those individuals 
who need specialized help. 

3. Serve on conrniittees related to the guid- 
ance program. 

4. Study and practice good interviewing and 
counseling that he may be asked to do 
more effective. (l2:4g) 
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This approach has great promise because it con- 

tains techniques which serve to reveal many guidance ser- 

vice practices. One o± the outstanding points in using this 

method is that it avoids giving teachers the impression 

that it will make more work for them. The counselor is able 

to assemble the coimselee's cumulative folder and make up 

the Case Study. Ile can make the home visitation to ascer- 

tain certain information that will be welcome at a case 

conference meeting of the student's teachers and counse- 

lors. The teachers already are in the habit of systenia- 

tically recording tests and achievement reports. soon 

they can be led to become cognizant that more 

student behavior has a place in the case study approach. 

It will then be that they will think it significant to 

add any anecdotal materials that will be an added "asset" 

to the analytical approach of a case study. 

Schools did. not begin to adopt case study 
practices until they had been tried extensively 
by several of the other professions. As long 
as teachers were interested mainly in teaching 
subject matter to groups of pupils, they had 
no real need for case studies. The recent ten- 
dency, however, to redirect education to take 
account of individual differences and the enipha- 
sis on mental hygiene and guidance have brought 
sharp focus to the need for understanding each 
pupil. Consequently, an increasing number of 
schools are turning to the case study method as 
an indispensable aid in making adequate provi- 
sion for these pupils, particularly for pupils 
who deviate from the average in any important 
respect. (6:284) 
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The case study approach helps toward a unification 

of materials which are needed to do positive individual 

study. By means of it one can find out what kind of phy- 

sical material is being handled, what kind of intellect 

the student has, his climatic and. enviromental background, 

and other factors which go to make up the personality of 

the student himself. Erickson and Smith agree: "Preven- 

tive action on the part of guidance worker is often more 

valuable than a cu.rative action." (2:3) 

It also leads teachers and counselors to a fuller 

awareness of their relationships with other class room 

personnel, guidance workers, and co-operating teachers. 

The whole motive of the Case Study approach is to pro- 

vide data for counseling. Guidance cannot be carried on 

without data, as data are the scientific tools of the 

counselor. Again Erickson and Smith agree: "Vfliatever the 

plan is, the inviolable rule obtains that counseling in 

the absence of data is quackery." (2:113) 

In the presentation of the cases it is significant 

that all data available be assembled. 

It is axiomatic that the more data the 
counselor has about the iven pupil, the 
more intelligent and effective can he be 
in assisting with the solution of the pupil's 
problems. The case study is a useful techni- 
que for gathering additional data about the 
pupil. The teachers are valuable participants 
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in case conferences. They should recognize 
the need of objective pupil observation and 
the need for inakin a record of significant 
observations. Frequently, though not always, 
the teacher may be forewarned of a coming case 
conference about one of her pupils and thus 
have time to observe the individual. Unless 
the teacher has followed the practice of ob- 
serving the recording significant behavior of 
pupils, the value of his contribution to the 
conference will be minijaized. To the observ- 
ing teacher those pupils most likely to need 
consideration by the case conference method 
will make themselves evident in the classroom, 
and recording significant behavior about these 
pupils will ensure the teacher's contribution 
toward the solution of pupil problems. (2:178) 

It is this individual inventory that is like a 

blood count; it is what can be used for a clinical start. 

It is from the knowledge gained from the cumulative 

folder and individual counseling that most case studies 

are prepared. 

By the case study approach it is hoped that cer- 

tain individual behavior patterns will lead to probable 

thought analysis factors, realizing that behavior is under- 

standable, and if understandable, can be directed if the 

embedded maladjustments can be brouht to lieht. Though 

at no time are a counselor and teacher to hurry to a con- 

clusion, they can refer students for guidance clinical 

help, thourfh they themselves should try to achieve certain 

common i.rnderstandings. Counselors or teachers can not be 

specialists. 
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"Only the teacher can observe many significant 

types of pupil behaviors; but for the nost part she is 

untrained to interpret such data." (10:38) It is no 

reflection on the teacher to be unable to analyze the 

cases. That is the specialist's job and the one for which 

he is trained. The big thing is "awareness" of the needs 

of the pupil and to know those specialists who can help. 

The way to make a case study is not easily defined. 

It is something that can not just be followed out of a 

book. If a really thorough case study existed, it would 

actually cover everythinc that roes into making up a human 

personality. The best approach to this is to use what 

records.are available along with class relationships, ob- 

servations, and interviews. 

Training in the interpretation and assembling of 

material becomes very vital. Information needed to write 

a case study of a pupil will include health, educational 

achievement, attitudes, interests, abilities, family rela- 

tions, hobbies, work experiences, limitations, and oppostu- 

nities and the Individual characteristics of the one under 

observation. It is essential that staff members add to 

the record as the necessity for information arises. The 

measurements found in the cumulative file help in making 

up a case study record. All these data exist only for 

more adequate adjustment of the individual to the society 
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in which he must live, work and worship. Williamson 

says, "Diagnosis is only one of the several parts of 

guidance but it is the necessary first step." (10:37) 

In the preparinL of case studies no particular 

forni of outline need be staunchly adhered to, but for 

convenience, and for reason of the referrals to other 

agencies, and in this case, to the Guidance Clinic, a 

set forni is used. This is mainly to give it order and 

to list possible angles of approach that iuiht otherwise 

be slighted. The following chart reveals the many angles 

considered when preparing a case study. 

Interview Observations 
with student Impressions 
or others I 

Problem or 
Reason 

For Study 

Anecdotal 
Re c o rd 

Recorded. I.at erial 
of 

Other Agencies 

Family 
Relations 

Religion 
Philosophy 

Case 
study 

Vocational 
-rs - 

Tests 

School Record 

Health Record 

Recreation 
Social Interests 

Interpersonal 
FriendshiDs 



CHAPTER II 

PRESENTATION OF CASES 

As the cases are being presented for teacher-coun- 

selor conferences, it is both feasible and profitable to 

have certain basic factors in nilnd. 

These may be considered under various divisions: 

1. Questionnaire for corimon reminders: 
the all-inclusive questioning vthich is 
general in nature 

2. Personal-teacher relationships 

3. Educational analysis. 

The educational analysis can be considered from 

A. Human relationships 

B. Emotional 

C. Personal 

D. Testing 

E. Vocational and educational goals 

F. Outside Agency Ielationships. 

Before presenting the specific cases, it seems ad- 

visable to include questionnaire forms which will reveal 

these basic factors. 
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1. 'T,uestionnaire for Common Reminders: The all-inclusive- 
ouest ionin 

Cross out the item (Yes-No) 

(Yes-No) 1. Have I contributed to the curnulative records 
so that they might be comprehensive, useful and meaningful? 

(Yes-No) 2. Have I ever thought of asking the counselor 
to arrange for a case-conference with the various teachers 
for a certain student? 

(Yes-No) 3. Have I ever thought of psychiatric service 
referral for any student? 

(Yes-No) 4. Do I realize that even though a counselor 
prefers to send a counselee to a referral agency, that is 
not frequently satisfactory for the time being. 

(Yes-No) 5. Have I ever thought how the guidance program 
could become more vital to me and those it serves? 

(Yes-No) 6. :iave I tried to supply a motivation for 
change? 

(Yes-No) 7. Nave I provided exploratory experiences? 

(Yes-No) 8. Have I selected subject content in terms of 
needs, interests, and abilities of my pupils? 

(Yes-No) 9. Do I in an organized manner try to find pupils 
with problems, unhappiness and needs? 

(Yes-No) 10. Am I locating pupils in danger of failure, or 

those contemplating leaving school before graduation? 

(Yes-No) il. Do I as e. teacher often find it difficult, 
as do parents and coniraunities, to see their part in an un- 
pleasant situation, but rather to think "What is the matter 
with the student?" 

(Yes-No) 12. Do I realize my part in helping students to 
see through and understand the usual moral, spiritual let- 
down and general upheavel that follows war? 

(Yes-No) 13. Do I realize that much knowledge is sacred 
and should be so treated, as would information gathered 
by a clergyman be considered? 



(Yes-No) 14. When a plan has been formulated by a pupil, 
do I realize that he may later be at a loss to execute it, 
though while the plan was being formulated it seemed 
simple? 

(Yes-No) 15. Do I realize if I try to understand a stu- 
dent, and ïf I go as far as "really try" that I'll in all 
probability understand him? 

(Yes-No) 16. Do I realize that the goal of a student's 
life isn't to forget about it, but find out about it? 

(Yes-No) 1?. Do I realize that I can't help anyone, but 
rather that I can and must create an atmosphere for them 
to help themselves? 

(Yes-No) 18. Do I realize that a student may fear anyone 
becoming aware of his real reasons for worry, misbehavior, 
or learning difficulties; therefore, he may resent assist- 
an ce? 

(Yes-No) 19. Do I realize that every counseling situa- 
tion can be a learning situation? 

(Yes-No) 20. Do I realize that a rejected child perhaps 
has the poorest chances for adjustnent? 

(Yes-No) 21. Do I realize that marital adjustment of 
parents has a definite relationship on the success of a 
student? 

(Yes-No) 22. Do I sometimes think that some students 
have more neurotic satisfactions than healthy satisfac- 
tions? 

(Yes-No) 2. Do I realize that if my student's greater 
satisfactions are neurotic ones, that they will tend to 
stay neurotic unless I act? 

(Yes-No) 24. Am I aware that in my teaching, healthy 
satisfactions must outweigh unhealthy ones? 

(Yes-iTo) 25. Do I realize that rapport is harmony be- 
tween teacher and student, counselor and student, em- 
ployer and employee, it is that balance so necessary where 
the guiding one is refraining from giving advice, allowing 
the counselee to sense the move, then waiting, and allow- 
ing the individual to make the decision? 
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(Yes-No) 26. Do I frequently use the cumulative re- 
cord folder of students? 

2. Personal-Teacher Relationship 

(Yes-No) i. 1n I acquainted with this student? 
(Yes-No) 2. I acquainted with his problem areas? 
(Yes-No) 3. I acquainted with his parents and his 
home situation? 
(Yes-No) 4. Am I aware of his physical condition? 
of his emotional condition? 

(Yes-ITo) 5. n I acquainted with his community environ- 
ment? 

(Yes-Io) 6. Am I acquainted with his likes, dislikes, 
problems, frustrations, or any unusual experiences he may 
have encountered? 

(Yes-rio) 7. Do I know what other teachers thought of 
him, or did I confer with them to see if they were aware 
of a problem? 

(Yes-No) 8. Have I ever established a relationship with this student and he with me? 

(Yes-No) 9. Is there any reason for me to believe that 
he could have brought his problem to me? 

(Yes-No) 10. Have I ever thought if I had had a definite solution of a probln to talk over with him, that it might have given him reassurance of interest, and it might have served as an incentive or inroad? 

3. Educational 

The educational analysis can be considered from 

human relationships, emotional, personal, testing, voca- 
tional and educational goals, and outside agencies. 
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A. Human :e1ationships 

Cross out the item (Yes-No) 

(Yes-No) i. Do I always try to remember what is in his 
mind? 

(Yes-No) 2. Do I ever help him to overcome his tenden- 
cies by kindness? 

(Yes-No) 3. Do I ever give him any reassurance as to 
progress he is making? 

(Yes-No) 4. Do I know about any unusual experience he 
has endured? 

(Yes-No) 5. Do I know he is unhappy, in difficulty, or 
with a problem? 

(Yes-No) 6. Do I get acquainted with his social rela-. 
tionships and his friendships? 

(Yes-No) r7 Do I select matter in the ternis of his needs, 
interests, and abilities? 
(Yes-No) 8. Do I ever try to solve his problem through 
my-oub ject-inatter-teaching? 
(Yes-No) 9. Does he have a feeling of security, approach- 
ing my class with ease? 

(Yes-No) 10. Do I ever permit him to participate in the 
selection of topics, units, or materials to be used? 

(Yes-No) li. Do I ever use the ideas he presents? 

(Yes-No) 12. Does he feel s certain amount of success each 
day, maybe in capturing a smile, a grade, or an encourag- 
ing remark? 

(Yes-No) 13. Has there been "any feeling" of the develop- 
ment of the relationship of "togetherness", if so, do I 
realize less defensiveness will result? 
B. Emotional 

Cross out the item (Yes-No) 

(Yes-iTo) 1. Is the student having emotional security as 
he sits and talks, or are there signs of insecurity? 
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(Yes-No) 2. Vlhat is this student's emotional pattern? 

(Yes-No) . Does he have a healthy attitude? 

(Yes-No) 4. Does he have healthy relationships to the 
group, to individuals, to himself? 

(Yes-No) 5. Does he have a certain amount of extrover- 
slon, that certain amount needed by students to face 
reality as they find it? 

(Yes-No) 6. Do I realize that if a fight is unbearable 
and unacceptable to a student, and that the fight is 
inevitable, neurosis is a logical sequence? 

(Yes-No) 7. Do I realize that serious emotional problems 
of long standing can not be dealt with by direct education 
or hurriedly but rather that a long time is needed for 
clarification before the problem can be alleviated and re- 
education aid promoted? 

(Yes-No) 8. Do I realize that it takes a long time to 
build emotional responses after individuals have been taught 
to pretend feelings that aren't felt honestly? 

(Yes-No) 9. Do I realize that it is wise to stress to 
students that emotional health is not going around in 
circles but it is rather to meet situations with social 
competency which entails maturity. 

C. Personal 

Cross out the item (Yes-No) 

(Yes-No) i. Is the student's background conducive to 
normal progress? 

(Yes-No) 2. Do I know his intelligence rating, that is, 
academic ability? 

(Yes-No) 3. m I acquainted with all the tests he had 
taken? 

(Yes-No) 4. Am I acquainted with his reading ability? 

(Yes-No) 5. Am I acquainted with his strengths and 
weaknesses? 

(Yes-No) 6. m I acquainted with most of the important 
details of his past academic work? 
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(Yes-No) 7. Do I know about his study habits and home 
study conditions? 

(Yes-No) 6. Do I assist him to select extra-curricular 
activities? 

(Yes-No) 9. Do I know how he spends his leisure time? 

(Yes-No) 10. Do I ever help him to become acquainted 
with one other? 

(Yes-No) 11. Do I teach that anti-social impulses are in- 

clined to run their course if accepted and analyzed, that 
their progression develops into a stand taken towards them 
that is amenable to both self and society? 

(Yes-No) 12. Do I teach students sensibly that the natural 
process of maturation accounts for improvement and can be 
a source of encouragement? 

D. Testing 

Cross the item (Yes-ITo) 

(Yes-No) 1. Is the profile adequate from the consecutive 
story-telling type of testing? 

(Yes-No) 2. Have I noted a great difference between the 
language and non-language scores in accordance with his 
mental age? 

(Yes-No) 3. Do I realize that if the language score is 

low, it may indicate a reading disability rather than 
mental immaturity? 

(Yes-No) 4. Have I realized that if the student has not 
been checked for scores on sensory capacity, and does suî- 
fer from gross defects of hearing, vision, coordination, or 
emotional blocking that the tests may be invalid? 

(Yes-No) 5. Have I studied and identified the components 
which are significantly high or low? 

(Yes-No) 6. I-lave I mae a diagnostic analysis of his 
1earnin difficulties in the weak areas so thit I could 
identify the specific difficulties and needs? 
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(Yes-No) 7. Do I study the responses which account for the 
low component scores and relate them to the student?s be- 
havior? 

(Yes-No) 8. Have I studied the responses to which he ex- 
presses definite interest and yet refrains from activities? 

E. Vocational and Educational Goals 

Cross out the Item (Yes-No) 

(Yes-No) 1. Am I acquainted with his vocational plans? 

(Yes-ì'o) 2. Am I acquainted with his plans for his con- 
tinued educational goals? 

(Yes-ITo) 3. Do I help him to understand the purposes, 
values, and relationships of my subject in relation to 
vocational possibilities from the subject? 

(Yes-No) 4. Have I been leading him toward a vocational 
plan by helping him to capitalize on his peaks of abili- 
ties rather than to alarm him over his low points? 

(Yes-iTo) 5. Have I led him to Imow that employment 
shifts will often be necessary as trends reveal them- 
selves in consumption? 

(Yes-No) 6. Have I realized that my part in showing him 
that labor instability is existent and that his vocational 
Interests should keep atune to production shifts? 

F. Outside Agency Relationships 

Cross the item (Yes-No) 

(Yes-No) 1. iJo I use family and community resources to 
help a student adjust? 

(Yes-I'io) 2. Do I fully understand the climate of the 
parents and home in which he must live? 

(Yes-No) 3. Is there existing an interaction of per- 
sonality with his family? 

(Yes-No) 4. Have I stressed to him that his family is 

a round full unit, and if this is broken sublimations 
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should be sought and made? 

(Yes-io) 5. i-lave I tried to have parents and connnuni- 
ties understand that they must accept their children as 
they are, and that their attainments will be within 
levels? 

(Yes-No) 6. Do I know the climate of the neighborhood 
from which he comes? 

(Yes-No) '7. llave I realized that I must help communities 
to understand that delinquency is not pathological but 
rather is a normal manifestation on the part of youth un- 
able to adjust in an adult world? 

(Yes-No) 8. Have I helped to explain that the greater 
the urge for status and the less the opportunity to satisfy 
it, the greater will be the resort to the unconventional 
and the illegal? 

(Yes-No) 9. Do I refer students to the counselor for 
the help of outside agencies? 

(Yes-No) 10. Have I ever thought of referring potential 
school leavers to counselors that more helpful plans might 
be made for them with the outside agencies? 

The above questionnaires of probable analysis will 

be applicable only insofar as they apply to the individual 

cases. Further possible factor analyses will be necessary 

in each specific case as therapy proGresses. 
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Adolescent girl with tendencies towards truancy, 

which when corrected has led to passivity; and in the 

minds of teachers she is defiant and hostile. 

Father --------------- teaching music lessons 
Liother --------------- 1ivin elsewhere 
arital status ------- divorced 

Case A --------------- counselee - 9th grade, 
15 years 

Sister --------------- 8th grade - 14 years 
Brother -------------- 5th grade - 11 years 
Sister --------------- 5th grade - 10 years 
Brother -------------- living elsewhere - 5 years 
Three siblings deceased when quite young 
Religion ------------ Mormon 

Problem areas 

Interviews, home visitations, end a study of the 

individual inventory revealed following areas; personality 

changes within school year, withdrawing tendencies, 

noticeable head tremor, broicen home over period of time, 

oldest in family resulting in too many home responsibili- 

ties, desire to live with her mother, need of replacement 

of broken glasses for which funds were not available, in- 

sufficient correlation between mental age and achievement 

though intelligence appeared adequate. 



Justification for Presenting Case A 

Shows a case prepared and presented to the visit- 

Ing teacher who referred it to the guidance clinic which 

asked that she be referred to the psychiatrist. This 

case shows the cooperating free-action of the visiting 

teacher with the counselor, the home, faculty, and out- 

side agencies. Adjustments of greater understanding (of 

talking it out) were noticeable in her relationships. 

Funds were made available for the nuch needed glasses by 

the school referring her to an agency. 

Reason for Referral by the School 

Case A was an attendance problem last year. She 

is reported as "very diffident and with very little con- 

fidence.t' Then spoken to, she responds slowly, or shows 

very few signs of recognition of what is being said. The 

teachers feel that there is defiance in her attitude. 

Noticeable this year is a head tremor. 

Family Picture 

The mother deserted the family and the parents 

were divorced in 1945. She had deserted the family once 

previously without divorce f ollowing. She has remarried 

and lives in another state. Father teachers music lessons 
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and goes to various small towns, being gone during the 

days and often during the evenings. The burden of keep- 

ing the house falls on "A", though the father and. others 

give a great deal of assistance. "A" has the theoretical 

direction, but there is a great deal of quarreling among 

siblings. Father states that "it is just hard to do any- 

thing with her uecause she is just like her mother." He 

has tried to cooperate with the school, and school at- 

tendance is much improved over last year. 

Personal History 

"A" has had glasses, but lost them last spring and 

has not been able to have them fitted again. An appoint- 

ment for another refraction has been made through the 

health fund, but could not be had for two months because 

of the doctor's schedule. However, the glasses were made 

available toward the close of this school year. No dis- 

eases nor illnesses were reported, other than the usual 

childhood ones. 

School History 

No grades skipped or repeated. 

etroDolitan achievement test: 9th grade - 10/16/46, 
C.A. 15; Total grade equivalent - 7-7. 

Stanford-Binet: 9th grade - 10/30/46, O.k. 15; Li.A. 
16-9; I. . 11'7. 



Progressive achievement: 8th grade - 5/7/46, total reading 
9-5; total arithmetic, 6-8; language, 8-l; total grade 
placement, 7-9. 

California Test of personality: 9th grade - shows percen- 
tile rank of 45 in total adjustment, which viould seem to 
indicate unsatisfactory adjustment. 

School grades: 8th grade - arithmetic, satisfactory; cook- 
ing, unsatisfactory; physical education, needs improve- 
nient; social studies, satisfactory. 9th grade - cooking, 
D; social studies, D; art, C-. 

Recreational Activities and Interests 

Does not know what she wants to do. Listens to the 

radio, especially mystery stories. Does not go to church, 

but said she would like to go. Does not go about much 

with others. 

Personality - Character - Appearance 

Timid - not accepted by others. Careless personal 

grooming; has besn sent to counselor of girls for body 

odors. eeras continually on the defensive; withdrawn. 

School and Community esources 

School has worked through the Counselor of Girls 

for better home relationships and better teacher-student 

understanding. Has been placed in different positions 

in the cafeteria to give her greater self-confidence; the 

manager finds it difficult to work with her. 
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The visiting teacher contacted the Lormon pastor's 

wife and asked her to call on Case í to make her welcome 

at church, but at the same time not to push her. 

I ITh') fl 4 n o 

Impression simary by Visiting Teacher: 

Case À is so withdrawn as to find talking to us dif- 

ficult. She has had to face desertion (rejection) by the 

mother and constant threat at home because she is "just 

like her mother." She has had too much responsibility in 

the motherless home, both as to administration and work. 

School offers no satisfying experiences because she feels 

insecure and lacks confidence in her past school achieve- 

nient. 

Diagnosis surrimary by psychiatrist: 
Adolescent behavior problem, characterized 

by withdrawal, passivity behavior with con- 
siderable anxiety manifested particularly by 
a head tremor. 

Apparently this girl is able to relate her- 
self best to the visiting teacher. I should 
think it would be helpful for the child to 
have regular counseling hours with the visiting 
teacher at which time she may be able to unload 
and ecpress more of her conflict material. Her 
incapacity to do this and the lack of opportuni- 
ty is making her behavior more malignant. I 
would advise this type of therapy in this case 
rather than attempting to work with the father. 
She should be checked in two months. 

Interview was finished by formulating to the 
girl that she had been asked to come because 
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the school was wholesomely concerned about 
her inability to make the best out of her 
scholastic assets. It wa suggested the 
visiting teacher might help her. 

Closing of Case 

"A" was withdrawn from school on the death of her 

father which took Diace before her second scheduled inter- 

view with the psychiatrist. The mother claimed custody 

of the children, and after careful scrutiny by the 

uvenile £rotective Agency and the Welfare Agency it was 

arranged that this was possible. The court awarded the 

custody of the children after the express wish of each 

of the children was made. 

Case A was particularly pleased over the fact of 

being permitted to go with her mother. The mother, upon 

being told of "A"'s difficulties, seemed to feel that the 

change would be a stabilizing one for her. She said she 

would cooperate with the school and if matters didn't 

clear she would call upon the guidance clinic services 

in the school where "A" would enroll. 

Techniques used 

Interviewing Outside agencies 
Counseling Insight understandings 
Testing Therapuetic processes 
Visiting teacher 



Case B 

Con orn s 

3]- 

Handicapped adolescent girl, who feels extremely 

insecure. 

Parents --------- divorced 
Father ---------- living elsewhere 
Mother ---------- at home 
Sister ---------- (older) married 
Sister ---------- 20 years, married 
Brother --------- 18 years, not at home 
Case B ----------- counselee, 14 years 
Brother --------- 12 years 

Problem Areas 

Case B showed indications towards the following 

areas: rejection by family, deafness, moodiness, phobias, 

mistreatment, shyness, withdrawing tendencies. She 

seemed unable to learn in school because of the confused 

state at home and her inability to hear. 

Justification for Presenting Case B 

This case is presented to show how thwarting usual- 

ly causes symptoms to become more apparent. On the part 

of school there was a swing from ignoring and rejection 

of the counselee to one of diagnosis and therapy. This 

was done by teacher personnel cooperating and assisting 

Case B to better adjustment by providing more individual 



recognition and closer diagnosis. This case illustrates 

the ups and downs of an adolescent with complete home re- 

jection to the point of the mother having sought on several 

occasions to have her daughter committed to an institution. 

Manipulation of environment became necessary when the 

mother again asked for her commitment. The court decided 

the girl was not insane. Case B was asked with whom she 

would like to live. She chose to go to her sister. 

Through the cooperation of the Tuvenile Protective Agency 

and. the Welfare Agency, the necessary arrangements were 

completed to make this possible. 

Teacher-counselor conferences made school under- 

standing of the individual a possibility, at least so 

that rejection was not added to rejection; school friend- 

ship was a basic factor in helping this over wrought 

adolescent and leading to therapy. 

Reason for Referral by School 

Case B is considered slow, moody, and suspicious. 

She has such fear of doctors that she suspects every new 

person she meets of being either a doctor or nurse. The 

school nurse says she has been known to go into hysteri- 

cal tantrums in the doctor's office. 

She is very shy, withdrawn, and extremely inse- 

cure. There is evidence of rejection on the part of the 
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mother, who is at times quite anxious to have her 

placed in "some sort of institution." Whenever things 

are of an upsetting nature at home, the counselee is 

much more irritable and unstable at school. Absences 

are frequent. 

It is difficult to ascertain her real intelligence 

from test situations because of her deafness and because 

of the emotional disturbsnces. She is in need of a 

hearing aid but refuses to think of using one. 

School History 

7th grade - California $hort-Fonu Test of Mental Jaturity, 
1anuary 4, 1945, C.A., 14-2; Grade Equiv. 6-2; Non-Lan- 

guage, 107; Language 81; Total 86. 

7th grade - Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Lay 8, 1945, 
C.A., 14-6; Grade Equiv. 6-4; Placed in 9th grade. 

9th grade - Progressive Achievement Tests, September ir,, 

1945, C.A.,; Grade Equiv. 6-5. 

The clinical psychologist tested her with the îaico 
Audiometer and found that she has a 25 to 50 decibel 
loss of hearing in both ears and with an average of 
around 40 decibels, 

Family Situation 

Case B's mother divorced her husband four years 

ago "because he was a drunkard, shiftless, and abusive." 

She kept two children and sent Case B and her brother, 

two years her junior, to live with a maternal aunt. The 
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mother dates "B"'s beginnin of "queerness" to iivin 

with the aunt, but "B"S older sister believes she was 

'todd before that." 

There is much antipathy in the home toward "B". 

The counselee senses this and feels that the mother cares 

more for the younger brother and one of the older sisters. 

he recalls with bitterness how her mother tried to get 

rid of her by sending her away and has expressed the wish 

that her mother would now et rid of her instead of just 

talking about it. he stated to the school counselor "if 

mothers ha e children they should like them all alike." 

Her family are concerned about her in many ways 

but are unable to cooperate substantially in any program 

for her benefit. 

After referral of Case B to the guidance clinic 

the visiting teacher macle frequent home calls. At first 

"B" refused to speak, fearing and asking if she were a 

nurse. She was encouraged to go driving, but accepted 

only after frequent invitations; gradually confidence 

was established by repeated attempts. There are these 

significant paragraphs in the visiting teacher's nota- 

t ions: 

.Je next drove to a nearby town, and on the 
way she became a little more talkative. She 
wanted to know vthere we were going, and was told 
that we were picking up a doll buggy for a little 
girl. °1hen we arrived at the Good Will Store, 
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she took one look at the brick building and 
refused angrily to get out and look around. 
She suddenly seemed suspicious and resentful. 
Vlhen the doll buggy vías brought out, she looked 
surprised. 

On the way home, we stopped at a store and 
she was asked if she would like to help select 
a suit for the visiting teacher. The thought 
of clothes made a big change ir her. She 
laughed and talked quite a lot, offering ex- 

cellent suggestions. When she was taken home 
she remarked, "I wish we could do tilia every day." 

Notations such as that cited above are of great 

importance to teachers in achievin insights. In this 

instance the interest displayed in clothes was revealing 

because at school she was repeatedly asking for maga- 

zines, especially those with pictures of clothes. In 

this way a teacher-counselee contact was provided that 

otherwise might not have been possible. 

Psycholo'ist's Reports 

First report: 

This girl has a 25 to 50 decibel loss of 
hearing in both ears with en average of around 
40 decibels. This would make it impossible 
for her to hear ordinary conversation. She does 
not have sufficient hearing to get all of the 
instructions given by the teachers nor to 
participate in the discussions that are carried 
on in the classroom. 

She is a very shy, withdrawn youngster who 
feels extremely insecure, and there is some 
evidence of rejection on the part of the mother 
who is at times quite anxious to have her placed 
in some sort of institution. 

Just how much "B"' s hearing difficulty con- 



tributes to her recessive personality traits 
is hard to say, but it is my opinion that a 
hearinf aid should be tried as a step in the 
direction of better socialization. he would 
then be able to hear what was going on in the 
classroom, and could also Darticipate more 
dully in the conversation in the home. I 

found that when I used the microphone and am- 
plification, it was possible to carry on a 
rather free and easy conversation and to obtain 
some rapport with the girl which was not pos- 
sible without the instrument. 

There will be a problem in getting "B" to 
accept a hearin aid but it seemed to me that 
the school counselor had made an excellent be- 
ginning through her conferences with the girl. 
I felt that she responded surprisingly well 
to me in view 01' her past reactions to the 
psychiatrist and others. I will make an effort 
to obtain the loan of a hearing aid. so that v;e 

may try it with her. 

Second Report: 

"B" was referred for an individual mental 
test because there was some question as to 
the results of previous tests. In the begin- 
ning her attitude was quite good and she showed 
an interest in the test and was fairly responsive; 
but since she did not bring her hearing aid, the 
examiner felt it necessary to speak rather loudly 
and on one occasion, hen an instruction was re- 
peated, "B" seemed to feel that she was being 
scolded and became emotionally disturbed and came 
forth with her crying reaction that is so typical 
of her. She was then given several easy items 
which she did, and the test was discontinued. 

I do not believe that she is stable enough 
at this time to obtain a satisfactory mental 
test. B" is still a very insecure child though 
she has made considerable proress in her 
emotional development. 
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It has occurred to me that it would be an 
excellent experience for her and mig1it have 
a very :ood therapeutic value to her to work 
in a nursery. I talked with nursery personnel 
and they agreed to make this possible. I also 
discussed the matter with the visiting teacher. 
he is taking the initiative in making these 

arrangements. The value of such a program for 
girls of this type is that they are able to see 
similar problems in small children which help 
them to see their own difficulties in a more 
objective way. Identification is not so com- 
plete because of the age difference that less 
benefit is derived than would be the case if the 
children were older. I also felt that it would 
be very valuable for "B" to attend staff con- 

ferences of the nurseries where problems of this 
type would be discussed. She would also have 
the feeling that she was earning and this would 
also give her more confidence. 

Psychiatrist' s Report 

The psychiatrist who had seen her very briefly a 

number of times, without being identified as a doctor 

until the last time, recommends that she have psychiatric 

study in an institution and have a hearing aid. The 

state bas no suitable resource available. If she did not 

react so violently to doctors and nurses, arrangements 

possibly could he made for admission to the Children's 

Orthopedic Hospital because of her hearing deficiency. 

The psychiatrist believes admission to one of the State 

Hospitals too drastic s step. 

The fol1owin psychiatrist's report is very reveal- 

ing of the necessity of teacher-guidance clinic 



cooperation: 

This girl is amazing in her aDpearance at 
the present ti'ie. Her ixriproveìnents since 
I saw her seven and a half months ago is an 
extremely pleasant one to see. Today her 
ability to converse was good, her emotions 
were mobile and in keeping with the changes 
in her environment (at this time she was 
living away from home with an older sister 
and brother-in-law) and she seemed to show 
the normal resDonses of an adolescent girl. 

I would have two suggestions at the present 
time. First, I think that Case B might benefit 
by soiue speech work in order to compensate for 
her mispronouncing words due to her hearing 
difficulty. Second, I think that we mit also 
have the psychologist do an intelligence test 
for her, or that some sort of performance test 
might tell us something, I would suggest these 
being done also. Meantime I would urge continua- 
tion of the same program. 

Teacher's Report 

Teachers' statements upon request were given as 

informatory matter. This same material was available and 

usable for the court hearing when the mother asked for a 

sanity hearing. These statements of the school were 

evidence that the school was hoping to counteract some of 

the harmful influence of the home. These same understand- 

ings helped other agencies to gain insights into Case B's 

needing friendly assistance and not just assistance. 

Teacher of Mathematics Reports 

Case B is a student much handicapped by a bad 
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case of deafness. he misses most of the 
class work due to this defect. In her social 
studies, she sits close to the teacher when- 
ever possible, but she is unable to hear much 
of the directions or to follow class procedure. 
As far as it has been possible to evaluate her 
work, she is a child with possibilities if she 
is given an aid of some sort to improve her 
hearin. She is quiet, somewhat shy, but is 
serious in her desire to do her work well. I 
feel she has somewhat of an inferiority complex 
due to her trouble, which she tries to hide. 
As one of her teachers I am eager that she be 
helped as soon as possible. 

Teacher of Eocial Studies Reports 

Then Case B came into my room she was very 
sensitive about her deafness as she had. no 
hearing aid at that time. It was difficult 
for her to adjust to the new class, teacher, 
and classmates. ie did all we could to help 
her. In time, and after she obtained a hearing 
aid, she became better adjusted. She never be- 
came completely adjusted but did seem. to be 
happy. She made a few friends and seemed quite 
at ease with them. She was able to do the class 
work but she had been greatly retarded by her 
deafness and home backçround. 

She always impressed me as a child that needed 
much individual help and loving because home 
situations had priven her very little of these. 

School Counselor's Report3- 

I have received word from the Child Guidance 
Clinic that Case 3 is under consideration because 
of a referral by her mother. I wish to state a 
few observations gathered from a year of close 

1Made to County Tuvenile Office for the Court hearing. 
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contact with her. Case B was transrerred to us 
from another school with the understanding that 
we help her in every possible way. From the 
start there seemed to be an understanding between 
her and the counselor so that she was not inhibited. 
in stating, her mind. Throuhout all her conversa- 
tions it was felt that she was rejected in the 
home. Frequently, when her mother was asked. for 
aid in helping to solve one of Case B's problems 
she would ask the counselor to phone Welfare, to 
accompany Case B to the Clinic, and to get her 
hearing aid adjusted. The mother seemed to show 
very little initiative or concern whenever prob- 
lens were presented. Another instance showing 
this is that the counselor tried to encourage 
her to take "B" to the dentIst and she replied, 
that she "would never pay a cent for her teeth." 
At various times during the year Case B appeared 
to be under stress and strain. This seemed. to be 
caused by conflicts in the home and unavoidable 
complications in getting the right hearing aid for 
her. Ehe didn't want a black one or a large one. 
Unfortunately a large one was given her; consider- 
able adjustnent had to take place. 

During the spring of last year she was tardy 
considerably. Upon mention that the next time she 
was tardy I would take her home and talk it over 
with her mother, considerable time elapsed before 
she was tardy again. I asked for the reason and 
she stated that she disliked coming through the 
cemetery and she had been frightened by the birds 
flying so low. However, that answer was not so 
strange for the week before one of the local 
papers carried a story about a person being attacked 
by a robin. She also tried to make an excuse so 
that I would not take her home to consult with her 
mother. 

Yesterday I talked with her brother. Frorii 
his conversation I gathered that there is a great 
deal of antipathy in the home toward "B" and I 
wrote a note inviting her to come to see me. She 
came today and I could find very little change in 
her relations over last year. She was friendly, 
courteous and interesting until she started speak- 
Ing about her mother. She stated that her mother 
cares for her brother and one of the other sisters 
more than she does for her. She recalled. the time 
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that her mother tried to &et rid of her by send- 
in her away and wished she would get rid of her 
now instead of just talking about it. She stated 
tif mothers have children they should like them 
all alike." She feels that her mother wishes to 
take her brother and then get married. She also 
feels that her mother is angry at her because she 
has been a source of disagreements and has caused 
a certain separation between her and the man that 
she intends to marry. 

It appears that if "B" were placed where there 
would be a minimum number of conflicts with se- 
curity and understanding offered, she would be 
able to adjust herself to situations she is called 
upon to make. If I can be of any further assist- 
ance, feel free to call upon me. 

Conclusion 

In last letter Case B stated she to 

turn to take advantage of the vocational rehabilitation 

prograiì. Since she has reached the age for this service, 

it is being encouraged. This, the counselor has held out 

as a possible solution even in the State where she is now 

located. Her letters seem to indicate there is less 

thwarting or insecurity in her present liviri conditions. 

Case B will need careful assistance by the rehabi- 

litation counselor even after she is prepared for employ- 

ment since the fears that she is gradually growing away 

from have beenfrom a series of situations of long stand- 

ing. he will need help to make adjustments to her handi- 

cap, to new situations, and to the unknown. It seems al- 

most certain that if her fears are eliminated she will be 
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able to cooperate and live an adjusted life. Any school 

correspondence that can be carried on by former school 

personnel should be encouraged as this will lend security 

to her feeling of belonginness." 

Hope can be seen for Case B to become emotionally 

mature and to achieve comfortable goals of achievement if 

the plan is materialized of rehabilitation through state 

aid for the handicapped. This case seems to bear out the 

words, 

...in and through their struggles for growth 
and mature development has come an increasing 
certainty that we have too little, rather than 
too much, faith in the g<rowth capacities of the 
individual. (5:pix) 

This case illustrates that school personnel can 

become aware through the case study that the school-li ver 

is the school's concern and the more such personnel can 

maintain intelligent relationshìps the sooner will adjust- 

ment and security in adulthood be established. 

Techniques Used 

Records Recognition of problem 
Interviewing areas 
Counseling In-school personnel con- 
Testing ferences 
Therapy Community agencies 

Follow-up of school 
leavers 
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Case C 

Concerns: 

A lithe, beautiful, intelligent, early adolescent 

girl. 

Adoptive parents ----- her naternal grandparents 
Father --------------- living elsewhere 
ilother --------------- living elsewhere 
Case C --------------- counselee - 14 years (living 

with adoptive parents) 
Brother -------------- lO years, living with parents 
Uncle ---------------- 35 years 
Uncle ---------------- 32 years 
Aunt ----------------- 34 years 

Problem Areas 

Case C lives with elderly grandparents. Although 

adopted by them, she remembers mistreatment in her own 

home and is in fear of being kidnapped again by her 

parents. 3he is very conscious of her tallness, is eno- 

tional and withdrawn, and does not find much satisfaction 

in contacts with those of her own age. She fears she can 

not answer questions as well as others in school displays 

sudden illnesses, and remains away from school until a home 

call is made and she is again encourazed to return. Once 

back, she is apparently happy until the same pattern is 

repeated. 

Justification for PresentinF Case C 
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Presentation of this case shows how a student, be- 

cause of tallness, was sent (without the necessary know- 

ledge) to the next grade in a junior high school situa- 

tion. This was done, taking into consideration her physi- 

cal stature and mental alertness, but not her readiness 

for this change. She repeatedly desired to back to the 

sixth grade but not in the seme school. Deep-seated 

emotional problems were perhaDs brought about ciuicker as 

this move merely aggravated an already grave existing con- 

dition. 

"C"s case was difficult to be understood by her 

teachers as she was thought to be spoiled, pretending, and 

"needing a spanking." Wòrking with the case and with the 

reports led to greater understandings of deep-rooted prob- 

lerne and of the patience and therapy which would be necee- 

sary over a long period of tirie. Development through 

therapy is evident. Stop-in trips by the school counselor 

were maintained while outside agencies were being used. 

This was done at the mutual wishes of the visiting teacher 

and counselor so a school relationship would be maintained 

when returning to school would be the next step in therapy. 

Reason for Referral by School 

Case C has a difficult time conducting herself in 
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home, school conditions, and social relations. She is 

afraid she cannot be successful in her school rk. It 

seems that because of this, she has developed an internal 

nervous condition and complains of pains in her stomach 

frequently. She seems to have a definite complex about 

her school work and her family security. Her teachers 

all state she has ability and could be very capable. Her 

parents have had her to doctors on frequent occasions. She 

does not wish to leave her hone and go to the store or 

other places by herself. 

Family Situation 

She lives with the maternal grandparents and an 

uncle, aged 32. She has recently been adopted by the grand- 

parents. It seems that she was rejected by her ovm 

parents at birth because they wanted a boy. She was then 

given to the prandparents. On two occasions for some rea- 

son the parents succeeded in kidnapping her. She feels 

that she was treated differently than her brother, and that 

the parents did not seem to want her but just wanted to 

hurt her grandparents. During the periods that she has 

been with her own parents, she has felt mistreated and even 

though she has now been adopted by the ;randparents, there 

is still the fear that her own parents may again take her. 
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School History 

The results or intelligence and school achievement 

tests show that this girl is probably above average in her 

mental ability. Her school attendance has been very ir- 

regular. 

School Tests while in the seventh grade: 

California Short Form: 9/12/45, non-language I.. 97; language I..; average I.. 95. 

Progressive Achievement Test: 9/26/45, grade placement 6-8. 

Stanford-Binet Form: 10/12/45, C.Ä. 12-10; L.Á. 16-l; I.. 125. 

Summary of Means Taken to Bring About Adjustment 

"C"'s case shows a record of twenty some reports to 

the guidance clinic and school, not considering those made 

verbally by the home tutor, visiting teacher, and counselor 

of the school. These contacts have brought about insights 

not only to those directly concerned but to others interest- 
ed in Case C. 

It was the psycho1o.ist's opinion that the grand- 

mother has been overprotective and that separation from the 

grandparents, even for the time she is in school, is as- 

sociated in her mind with these former kidnapping experl- 

ences. he needs to have opportunity to work out these 

problems with someone who can take the time to go into 
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them with her in considerable detail. Also he felt that 

the grandmother needs to help by overcoming her protec- 

tive attitude, if this is at all possible. He suggested 

that Case C be seen by a psychiatrist. 

The psychiatrist has been working with her through 

a period of two years. He found that she is shy and under 

pressure, ixniuediately withdraws emotionally from those 

around her. With her above-average intelligence this re- 

sults in her utilizing fantasy to an excessive degree. 

He felt that her type of reaction is what is commonly 

called "schizoid" and, should it continue, would in late 

adolescence be the fertile ground for a serious major 

mental illness. 

Case C has been fitted to enter school as a ninth 

grader after having been tutored by the home tutor and 

visited by the visiting teacher. Psychiatrist visita- 

tions gradually dropped from weekly interviews to semi- 

monthly and finally to every other month. School person- 

nel interests remained important to have contacts become 

less disturbin, and to help alleviate the fear of return- 

ing to a school situation. This was done by counselor and 

teacher visitations and library materials being taken from 

the school to her. 

The home-tutoring work all year has prepared her to 
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do ninth grade work. The mother reports that she is 

very much improved in the home and in facing situations. 

The case will be continued for follow-up psycho- 

therapy during the coming school year. 

Techniciues Used 

Interviewing 
Counseling 
Testing 
Visiting teacher 
Home tutoring 

Case D 

Concerns: 

Early adolescent girl. 

Outside agencies 
Home visitation by 

school personnel 
Pupul-teacher-parent 

conf erences 
Steps in Therapeutic 
process 

Achievement of insights 

Older sister ---------- age not known 
Brother --------------- 20 years (in sanitarium 

for T.13.) 
Sister ---------------- 18 years, married 
Sister ---------------- 1'? years, married 
Brother --------------- 15 years, 10th grade 
Case D ---------------- counselee, 12 years, '7th 

grade 
Hall-sister ----------- 4 years 
Half-brother ---------- i year 

Problem Areas 

In case D the following areas were apparent: rebel- 

lion, stealing, regression, withdrawing tendencies, 
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domineering step-mother, not looking physically well, low 

vitality. 

Tustification for Presentin Case D 

Case D was referred to the Guidance Clinic at the 

close of the school year with her parents' consent "to 

do anything to help her" so that she might be followed 

during the coming school year. When the counselor talked 

the case over with the visitin', teacher and the psycholo- 

gist, the latter suggested the parents needed help as well 

as "D", so this was made the basis on which the case was 

considered. 

Teacher-counselor conferences were held on several 

occasions during the year and careful observations were 

made. 

A Probable Factor-ma1ysis Sheet of teacher-coun- 

selor thinking might look similar to the one made out for 

Case D found at the close f this case study. The reason 

for this probable analysis thinking by the group is to 

find the causes of counselee behavior and to do all pos- 

sible to help her adjust and to be happy. 

Reason for Referral by School 

"D" is a capable student, showing signs of with- 

drawal. Both physical and social regression have been so 
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apparent it is relt that psychiatric help is imperative 

ror a reasonable adjustment. 

Family Picture 

The mother died of' tuberculosis while "D" was in 

the second grade. 

The stepmother seems to be a very domineering per- 

son, and the father feels that she is too strict and asked 

if the school counselor would talk with her. She was a 

housekeeper in the home at the time of D?s mother's 

death. She continued vrking, caring for the children 

until her marriage. The father is an approachable person 

and it is easy to converse with him. He finds it dii'- 

ficult, however, to manage his family, and spoke of thrash- 

Ing his older son the night before for having stolen some 

money from the home. The father stated that stealing was 

a habit with the boy. This particular boy has been keeping 

company with one of the 7th grade girls who has family 

difficulties. 

It was about this time that "U" was recommended to 

have an X-ray, since her brother had just left the home 

for the sanitarium. The step-mother stated that the 

counselor was vorrying the girl and that "D" was becoming 

fearful that she would get T.B. She further stated that 
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they, the parents, never tell their children about their 

physical condition, the results 01' doctors' consulta- 

tions, or the results of X-rays. The nother was told that 

the intention was not to instill "L" with fear, but rather 

the opposite, since the faculty felt that she was going 

down physically, and they wondered whether it was because 

she was worrying about her health or whether it was an 

actual physical condition. Other possible contributing 

factors might be whether she was just unhappy over remarks 

made by her classmates about stolen articles or over her 

home conditions since her father hadn't been working 

steadily. 

School Picture 

Whenever anything was stolen from "D"'s Home Room, 

she seemed to be the one suspected by the students; they 

recalled that she had stolen in the previous year. The 

Llother, when contacted, was very antagnostic. She was 

very hostile to the teachers and to any of their methods 

of education. .fter she had met the teachers she asked 

if she could talk with the counselor, asking that the 

counselor not repeat anything she said to the teachers. 

She talked about now "D" had stolen from the stores and 

from different places, and she, the girl, "didn't know 
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why." The last incident to the inotherts knowledge was 

that she took a pound of hamburger in a store and put it 

inside her dress. Then "D" checked out at the counter she 

was asked to pay for it and "nothing would be said." After 

she had returned home, officers called and questioned her, 

but she refused to talk. The motier stated that whenever 

she is questioned about taking things her manner is always 

the seme. However, when the counselor talks with "D" alone 

she responds, but when she talked with her in the mother's 

presence she made no response. 

The counselor had occasion twice to talk to "I)" 

in the company of her mother; once when she had gone home 

and stated just the opposite of what the counselor had 

said. "D" had seemed to be very unhappy so the counselor 

had asked if she would enjoy working for a family during 

summer. She went home and said to her mother, "Jhat do you 

know about this, our counselor wants to put nie in another 

home." The other time was when the counselor wanted her 

to have a T,B. test and had referred her to the nurse to 

uake the arrangements. At this time, the counselor stated 

that if her mother couldn't take her to the Health Clinic, 

she would be happy to do so. At home she stated that the 

counselor wanted to take her and did not want the mother 

to do so. It was explained to the mother that this is not 
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the school's policy but that parents should accompany the 

student on these trips whenever possible. About this 

"D" was perfectly silent, and the mother stated that is 

how "she always is." 

After this the mother asked the counselor if she 

thought the girl was going insane because her grandmother, 

with whom she had lived before she was four years of age, 

used to have "spells like this." She stated that "D", 

when with the grandmother, used to be made to sit for long 

hours at a time. 

"D" does not have a happy facial expression nor is 

she ever eager to take part in school or social activities. 

She is permitted, says the mother, to go to the movies once 

a week. She has attended most of the school parties. 

School History 

Stanford-Binet Scale: 7th grade, I.. 128; C.A. l2-; 
M.A. 15-E. 

California Test of Personality: Elementary, 7th rade, 
Feeling of belonging 10 percentile rank; Self-adjustment 
percentile rank 65; Social adjustment 80 percentile rank; 
Adjustment total '75 percentile rank. 

Progressive Achievement Tests: InterLiediate Battery, 
Form B., 7th grade, 5-12-47, Cr. Pl. '7-O. 

Progressive Achievement Tests: Elementary Battery, Form 
B., 6th grade, 5-7-46, Gr. Pl, 7l. 

Progressive Achievement Tests: Elementary Battery, Form A., 
6th grade, 9-27-45, Gr. Pl. 6-7. 
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California Short Form Test of Mental Maturity; Elementary 
Short Forni, 6th grade, 9-25-45, I. . 127. 

California Short Forms Test of Mental Maturity: Elementary 
Short Forni, 5th grade, 10-10-44, I.Q. 93. 

L:etropolitan Achievement Tests: Intermediate Battery-- 
Partial, Forni A., 5th grade, 9-13-44, Gr. Pl. 4-9. 

The faculty reports that there has been very little gain 
if any, during the past school year. 

The Stanford-Binet Tester 
needs much encouragement, 
encouraged. Seemed to be 
herself (felt ill at ease 
watching her). Gained co: 

the test. Looks thin and 

reports that "D" is very shy, 
but is successful after being 
able to think better if left by 
if she thought someone was 
afidence as she went along through 
undernourished. 

Probable Factor-Analyses of Case D 

This positive and negative ba1ancin sheet has been 

made to show how teachers, counselor, and principal have 

been trying to find the causes of "D"'s behavior. 

Environmental Probable Factors 

Negative 

Family situation: one 
parent very strict, other 
wishing to be lenient; "D" 
not sure of position in 
f ami 1 y. 

Lack of unity in structure 
of thought in family. ïay 
result in shyness, mental 
flightiness, emotional in- 
stability, lying, truancy, 
sex activity, and to her 
stealing. 

Positive 

Home to realize "D" should 
be protected from damaging 
adjustments while growing 
up, but should be allowed 
to get along with minimum 
amount of control. 

Help to build up her phy- 
sical vitality. 

Help to lead her to adjust 
intelligently to environ- 
ment without withdrawing. 
i-las a neat appearing home 
with ordinary comforts. 
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Family may show discrimina- 
tion of one child to 
another as often happens 
with step-parents. 

May be held back too much 
from normal outlets. 
May add to insecurity--not 
being permitted to do what 
others do at school, such as 
opposition of parents to teen- 
age dancing. 

On father's day off children 
are all sent to show so 
parents might do what they 
wish. Shows often offer 
false values. 

Step-mother may be unstable 
and defensive. 

"D" may be adjusting to her 
environment by withdrawing. 
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Positive 

Privilege of show every 
Sunday. 

Psychological and otiona1 Probable Factors 

Negative Positive 

Because of low physical Be led to cooperate with 
vitality, lacks energy clinical help when it is 
to carry through. offered. 

No real successes felt 
each day. 

Tegative feelings seated 
in mother towards the 
school. 

Eelp her to understand 
her adolescent self. 

help to build 
psychological 
the home. 

a better 
climate in 

Iaterial necessities pro- Meip to 'aave a probable 
vided but tUis doesn't rejected child become 
necessarily mean "belong- accepteL. 
ingness." 



Negative 

Emotional pattern of 
insecurity revealed as 
she sits, talks, faces 
groups, recites and in 
erratic type of stealing. 

She maybe is rejected. 

Father fearful of showing 
too much affection in face 
of step-mother's attitude, 
consequently love and se- 
curity not given. 

Constitutional background 
that predisposes her to 
tuberculosi s. 

False outlook by parents 
of knowledge given to her 
about x-ray helps to pre- 
dispose her to maladjust- 
ment. 

Thoughts in step-mother's 
mind that she is queer 
like hcr grandmother may 
be sensed by counselee. 

Adolescent may be getting 
too much omnipotent-type 
of supervision. 
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Positive 

Help the parents to rea- 
lize that to scold and 
whip for stealing, when 
"D" is already in a dilem- 
ma will only aTrvate. To 
suggest that the parents 
be patient and work with 
the Guidance Clinic and, 
in this way, hoping to 
bring about co-operative 
planning. Attempt to en- 
lighten parents as to rea- 
son for school activities, 
curriculum, dancing, etc. 

Lead her to make judgments 
and not to be overcome by 
dominance of stepmotber. 

Help the stepmother to 
realize that she is a 
threat to child's security 
by her dominance. 

Lead "D" to grow to be in- 
dependent by accepting 
sittions as they are. 

Encouragement from school 
personnel by a smile, a 
recognition, a pat on the 
back. 

Explain that the tendency 
to revolt is common, some 
do so in one way and others 
in other ways. 

Reasons for establishing 
a "selfhood" through In- 
sights after a period of 
help. 

Recognize adjus tments 
necessary when insights 
come. 
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Educational Probable Factors 

Negative 

Regression in year's 
work adds to insecurity 

Feeling "on edge" in 
school This is added 
to when suspected of 
taking things that 
are missing. 

Conclusion 

Positive 

Possesses intelligence, 
so in all probability 
will be able to receive 
help. 

Success recognition is 

necessary no matter 
how trivial. 

Ihen things are found 
that have been stolen 
or thought to be stolen, 
to mention it. 

Each teacher should at- 
tempt to show the way 
y actual achievement. 

"Don't hoe weeds, plant 
flowers," 

Now that "D"'s case has been presented to the 

Clinic close consultations will be had with the visiting 

teacher in the fall so that any directives from the Guid- 

ance Clinic may be executed through conferences with the 

parents and faculty. In this way a greater understanding 

of the pupil's real problems will be reached and met more 

adequately both by the home and school. 
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Techniques Used 

Test ing 
Interviewing 
Counseling 
Conferences with guidance 
personnel and parents 

Case E 

Early adolescent girl. 

Home visitation by 
school personnel 

Hone visitation by 
outside agency 
Referral to guidance 
clinic 

Use of outside 
agencies 

Probable-factor- 
analyses 

Father-----ovmer of a small lumber concern 
Mother-----manager of a confectionery department 
Case E----Counselee, 12 years 
Brother---16 years 

Problem rea 

Case E's difficulty is centered in a tic development. 
This pattern exists in father and older brother. 

Justification for Presenting Case 

This case shows the co-operation necessary on the 

part of a faculty to bring about adjustments that were re- 

commended in the curriculum to release pressures that were 

considered contributing factors causing the maladjustment. 

Periods were assigned for rest. The tic seemed arrested 

during the first year when directives were adhered to; but 
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during the ensuing school year conditions became worse, 

so the visiting teacher was again consulted. At this time 

the psychologist's recommendation was that the entire family 

visit a specified neurologist. Often in referrals, help 

that was meant for one, brings help to the entire family. 

This proved to be true in this referral. The neurologist 

was unable to find a physical basis for "E"'s facial twitch- 

ing. The recommendation then of the psychiatrist was "not 

to refer to it and to allow her to do without resting." 

However, this was not of the same benefit as allowing the 

rest and the curriculum adjustment as followed by the pre- 

vious year. he will be observed more closely, therefore, 

during the coming year and., perhaps, be referred for fur- 

tuer treatment. 

Reason for Referral by Schoo 

Case E was referred because of twitching of the eye 

muscles, which probably is at least partly caused. by con- 

tact with the father, who has a similar muscular tic. The 

brother has the same habit pattern. Under tension this tic 

becomes very marked, but in a relaxed condition it is 

hardly evident. Aside from this tic, Case E seems to be 

a well-adjusted student. 

"E"s mother stated that at a very early age, "E" 

wanted to wear glasses and she wondered. if this habit was 
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started at that time. It was suggested at the time that 

they get plain glasses to see if that would stop the 

twitching. At the age of three, she received an eye 

injury in which the left eye lid was torn. 

Her mother does not know whether there Is any rela- 

tion between this injury and the development of this 

habit. In "E" the twitching is more apparent at times. 

The family has used different means of trying to stop it: 

by correcting, by reminding her, by being indifferent to 

it, and following medical advice. 

Family Situation 

Family relationships are apparently satisfactory. 

"E" has some home responsibilities, but not more than par- 

ents should expect of a girl her age. 

School History 

Stanford.-Bjnet Test: 7th grade, C.Â. 12-l; .A. 
13-4; I.. 110. 

Satisfactory school progress. 

Psycho1orist ' s Report1 

It seems to me worthwhile to try the following: 

1Later reports were by telephone. 
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1. Since she is tak1n dramatics outside 
school, would it be possible to substitute this for 
the dramatic period, so she could have a rest on a 
cot in the nurse's room for a 40 minute period 
da il y? 

2. She should discontinue listening to emotional 
dramas. There has been considerable research on the 
effect of this sort of thins, including movies for 
children who are already of a nervous type. They 
have found them to be detrimental and to result in 
further nervous tension. 

I talked this plan over with "E" and she seemed 
very cooperative and anxious to try. ï will be in- 
terested in the observations of her teachers on the 
effectiveness of this. It mig1it also be well for 
her to be referred to the Child Guidance Clinic 
for psychotherapy. 

I talked with the counselor of girls and also 
with "E"'s mother. From my conference with the 
girl, it seems to me that there has been a defi- 
nite improvement. "E"'s mother said she has 
noticed this at home also. "E" is following the 
schedule recommended. after my original conference 
with her. I found that the family and teacher 
are still putting on some pressure to have her 
earn high grades. In discussing this with "E"'s 
mother she said she thouíht that was important 
for qualification for a job or for college. I 

tried to get her to see that it was not nearly 
so important as overcoming the nervous tic. 

Case E's mother raised the question as to 
whether there could be an organic basis for the 
tic. She was urged to see a neurologist, and she 
indicated tiiet she planned to do this. 

Neurologist 's Report 

Impression: I believe this is a functional dis- 
order possibly induced by the problem in the 
older brother, which has attracted considerable 
attention in the femily. 
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Conclusion 

A conference was held at the close of school 

with the psycholo'ist. Uhen Case s condition was re- 

ported worse since the rest periods had been taken away, 

it was advised that the case be opened for more intensive 

study this coming year end be referred to the psychiatrist 

again. Teachers, parents, and outside agencies will be 

ready to cooperate in the next steps of therapy suggested. 

Techniques Used 

Counseling 
Interviewing 
Therapy 
rest ing 

Case F 

Outside agencies 
Agencies within the 

school 
Curriculum adjustment 
Environment recogni- 

tion 

An adolescent irl physically well developed. 

Maternal grandfather and grandmother--lives 
with them 

Mother - in same city - recently remarried 
Father - in prison in another state 
Case F counselee - 9th grade - 14 years 
Brothers and sisters - unknown 

Problem Areas 

Case F needs help in adjusting after being in a 
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state training school because of runninc away from home 

upon realizing sexual experiences with her father were 

abnormal. Thouph intelligent, she has a dislike for 

school and is attending only through the requirements of 

the parole board. T1F" is slightly overweight, has a pleas- 

ing personality, but feels defeated. She sho;s tendencies 

towards withdrawal and avoids friendly advances from 

average girls, but has chosen a dull overweight girl for 

her closest companion. Though there has been rapport es- 

tablished from the initial interview, it has been seen 

that many insights need to be developed for a satisfactory 

follow-up next year when the transition to another school 

will be necessary. 

Iustification for Presenting Case F 

Shows a girl having to enroll in a strange school 

in a new area. The counselor, at the time of enrollment, 

had. time to listen and gather background of Case F. This 

opportunity may never have presented itself again. Rela- 

tionship at enrollment seemed to be permanently establish- 

ed. At this time "F" seemed both fearful that she wouldn't 

be allowed to enroll, and also hopeful that she wouldn't 

have to go to school. She started her case by saying, 

"You'll know sooner or later," but asked that no others 

be told. This assurance was given her as well as an ex- 
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planation on answering the auestions of others and yet 

be sincere. "The Counselor's vihole function at this 

stage is to encourage expression.' (5:36) 

The counselee Derhaps felt free to speak because 

of wholesom.e acceptance of the explanation and that the 

school would be happy to have her enroll and do ell to 

help her et along nicely. 

...Thus the reassurance which comes from 
finding his most 'shocking' revelations 
accepted without shock by the counselor. 
(5:164) 

This case was referred to the Guidance Clinic so 

that by the acquaintanceship of the visiting teacher this 

year a relationship would be established for a carry over 

into the new situation next year. "F" always referred 

to the visiting teacher after she had made calls to her 

home as "the nice lady." 

the counselinp relationships represents 
a quality of social bond which differs from 
any the client has heretofore experienced.... 
(5:86) 

Reason for Referral by the School 

"F"s home background in being forced into inces- 

tuous relations with her father may be the cause of some 

of her personality conflict and school adjustment prob- 

leLls. Even though she becomes more adjusted as this 

school year progresses, it is felt she should be placed 
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under the care of the Clinic so that she will have as- 

sistance durjnp the summer months and next fall when she 

enters another school in the same system. 

Ehe dislikes school immensely, and claims she has 

always disliked it. She says that she would like to have 

friends and feels friendly towards everyone, but feels 

that they are not friendly to her. She repeats that she 

does not care for anything, although the counselor doubts 

that this statement reflects her true attitude. 

Family Picture 

Vlhen "F" first came to this 8chool she was living 

with her maternal grandparents. "F" left this home and is 

now living with her mother, who has just remarried. Their 

apartment at present is meagerly furnished, though very 

neat and clean. "F" has a half-brother and a half-sister 

whom she has never seen. She referred to this as "another 

of my family's crimes." Further information about this 

statement was not sought lest the established rapport 

would be retarded. Her father is serving a four-year 

prison term for having abused the counselee over a period 

of time. 

"F" is a sli;htly obese girl. From all appearances 

she is in good physical condition, but she complains a 

good deal. The nurse has made repeated home calls and 
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suggested that she be referred for a physical examination. 

On one occasion when the counselor visited her she was 

reading funny books and. munching on a sandwich while in 

bed. She said she would be in school that afternoon, but 

instead sent a note to the counselor stating that she 

t?had nits but not head lice." The nurse made a visit, 

but was dovmtown. She has complained on two different 

occasions after absences that the vaginal discharge causes 

a good deal of chafing. àlso she seems to have the feel- 

in that she is a diabetic. She has referred to this 

several times. 

1Then questioned about her poor attendance, her 

stock excuse is always "I just don't like school," or 

complaingly, "I am not having friends." Of late she has 

been associating with a girl who is a definite moron and 

very obese. She feels rejected by the average girl, al- 

though according to the opinions of her teachers, her 

classmates have not rejected her. 

"F" seems to have a vivid personality and is ag- 

gressive with those in whom she has confidence. he would 

like to become a nurse so that she could help others. 

This ambition is the only expression of interest in her 

future that she has stated. ier teachers have been con- 

tacted on several occasions to encourage friendships 
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throu:h committee work both in class and out. 

School History 

Stanford-Binet: 9th r. C.A. 14-2; 1.A. 15-3; I..1ll. 

California Test of Personality: 9th gr. percentile rank- 
self-adjustment, 30; social adjustment, 75; total adjust- 
ment, 45; Sense of personal worth, 5; wïthdrawing tenden- 
cies, lo. 

Excellent ;rades were received during the two yeers in 

trainin school. 

Report to Physician 

Case F is being referred to the Guidance Clinic, 

and it is advisable usually that a medical report be re- 

ceived. The following background report was furnished to 

the physician by the counselor. 

Her father is in prison for having abused 
(sexually) her over a period of time. After 
this time she was sent to a training school 
for having run away. Case F. has coniplaïned 
that she has a vaginal discharge to the point 
that it chafes her considerably. Cleanliness 
was mentioned to her, but she says that she is 

a very careful person in her habits. She also 
thinks that she might have diabetes. Her 
mother Is willing that she be given any exaini- 
nation necessary. 

Report from Physician 

Suggestion: Proper control of her daily 
life and affairs. She states that she is 
active in sports. Her male companions can 
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her history of sexual relation with her father 
and her present "boy friend," she is a 17-year 
old candidate for sex degeneration.1 

Report to uvenile Protective Department 

At the recj.uest of the visiting teacher, 
we are enclosing a copy of the medical 
examination of Case F and a copy of the 
school counselor's letter to the physician. 

Probable Knowledge Gains Towards In-service Understandiflg 
of Case F 

1. It was difficult when desiring to refer 
the case to the clinic to prepare a case study, 
as it did not appear to be the best plan to get 
her history more completely since this might have 
broken an established relationship. 

2. It was necessary to gauge her personality 
and to decide whether she was sincere or would be 
damaging to other students through her responses. 
The home room had to be selected carefully. 

3. It was necessary to develop a spirit of 
cooperation v,ith teachers, who are often resentful 
if full details are not given. 

4. It is often difficult to give an intelligent 
explanation for absenteeism which appears to have 
no rational basis, and yet, does have a basis when 
given in confidence, or at least is meaningful to 
the student. Arraignment in some cases would 
bring rebellion and maybe withdrawal from school. 

5. This case shows the cooperation of the 
Health Department when an examination would help 
to establish understanding for the individual 
and a basis for clinical guidance. 

copy of this letter may be found on page 



6. :Revelation ot facts to intelligent people 
eventually leads to understandings and keeps them 
from making greater mistakes. 

r?. The counselee's habits of escapism - pre- 
tending illness, developing the unusual (lice), 
feigning menstration time, need to be recognized 
by tle teachers but ouctht not be attacked directly 
by them but rather in this case the approach should 
be left to the visiting teacher and counselor. 
The school personnel need not be too concerned 
about whether the student's statements are 
"true" or "false". Her einotionalized attitude is 
the element that has importance. 

8 ...Thus, whether a student is 'truthful' 
in saying that he received a low grade in a course 
because the professor was prejudiced against him 
is of much less importance for counseling than 
the fact that he feels that he vas persecuted... 
(5:244) 

8. This case illustrates where relationships 
have to be understood in cause end effect until 
self-perception brings new meanin,s to the indi- 
vidual's ovrn experiences. 

9. An individual often needs to be led to 
evaluate childhood and experiences of childhood, 
and to realize that the old situation is past. 

lo. Confiding in at least one person seemed 
to relieve her of a feeling of peculiarity and a 
certain isolation that she would have experienced 
in a totally new situation. 

li. The faculty could realize that they can do 
a great deal by encouragement to keep students 
in school, instead of taking a "why doesn't she 
stay home" attitude. They might also realize that 
each school subject has something to contribute 
to the student's development, even if not seen 
by them in actual achievement from day to day or 
measured by the repeated absenteeism; they in 
their spirit and through their subject can aid 
her to general well being and the "self-egotism" 
that is so necessary for her to develop. 
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12. A profile of her abilities and intelli- 
gence could be stacked against those of others for 
her encouragement. 

13. The counselor in this case was able to 
lead the counselee to understand how she feels 
toward herself, which is an important thing. 
Gradually, through understandings brought about 
by teacher-co-operation, a feeling of reassurance 
will be gained. 

14. Teachers, through teacher-counselor 
conferences and pupil-teacher conferences can help 
to relieve the counselee of a feeling of peculiarty 
and isolation through achievement in their respec- 
tive fields. 

15. Personnel should be observant of all 
associations that "F" has with both sexes so that 
they may help her to understand the value of 
suitable companionship. 

Techniques Used 

Interviewing Home visitation 
Counseling Testing 
Use of outside agencies Counselor-teacher con- 

ferences 
Follow-up of school 

leavers 
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CHAPTER III 

TECIBIQ,UE RECOGNITIONS 

Outcomes of Teacher In-Service Training through 

the Case Study can be extensive in scope. The recognition 

of' techniques will be a gradual learning process by teach- 

ers. This too, will be in proportion to their interests. 

The writer will consider certain of these techniques under 

their technique recognition areas. 

1. Socially mature adjusted student. 

2. Environmental areas. 

3. Problem areas 

4. Test knowledge 

5. Interviewing 

6. Understanding counseling 

7. Achievement of insights 

8. Using records. 

9. Intelligent cooperative use of agencies 

10. Follow up in guidance as an influence in 

curriculum making. 

11. Characteristic steps in therapeutic process. 

1. Reconition of the Technique for Understanding the 
Socially i'Jature Adjusted Student 

(1) Before being able to identify maladjusted 

students or taking her part in counseling, the teacher 
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must first be able to recognize the socially mature 

adjusted student. This is assuming that maturity is corn- 

mensurate with the student's age level. In achieving an 

insight of what constitutes a well adjusted person, she 

should consider whether the student has the following 
characteristics: 

Understands his own motives and desires 
LTnderstands his environment 
Faces facts with judgexuent 
Is active in solving his own problems 
Can give and take without rancor- get along with 

others 
Is self-reliant and con1dent 
Is happy 
Is healthy or is adjusted to his handicap 
Lives harmoniously by integrating his interests 

and ambitions with his abilities 
Has a social competency 
:anjfests ease vrhen concerning himself with oth:rs 

fias ability to live in the present situation and 
to see its proper relation to the past 
and future 

Has a few close personal friends and many ac- 
quaintances 

Shows a balanced sense ol' authority 
Develops a proper use and control of hostility 

and aggression 
Has a balance between introversion and extroversion 

tendenci es 
Has stability of temperament 

2. Recognition of the Technique of Environmental Areas 

Environmental factors have much to do with counseling 
as the possible adjustment and the dev&'pment which the 
student may pursue is usually within a specific environment. 
The individual must get satisfaction from his environment. 



The individual environment thus forms 
an organic context of interrelateci factors 
which constitute the care of the problem 
situation. This context or complex must 
be viewed in its genetic, current and 
future aspects. (4:19) 

(i) The inception of progress as e1l as nialad just- 

ment usually originates in the environnent. The cure 

usually is within the same area. On the other hand, a 

definite change of environment may be necessary for ad- 

justment. 

...In the first place, the problem situation 
of the client must be regarded as a field in 
which environmental elements play an important 
role both in the creation of the problem and 
inactive attempts to 1ueet it... Finally, it may 
be argued that the conveyance of information 
about the environment to the client may be among 
the most useful or the least derniinat ive of all 
the activities in which the counselor can 
engage.... (4:19) 

The above was true in part in the case of "F" 

(2) Nearly always environmental conditions in the 

home are contributing factors. Efforts may be made to 

modify parent reaction to the student, the needs of' the 

student, and what the parent expects from the child. 

Pressures by parents may prove a disturbing factor. 

Parents may be emotionally unstable and not able to 

direct their offspring, with the result that it may be 

necessary first to help the parents before the student 

can be helped. 
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(3) The physical and ocia1 environment of the 

student need to be noted. Does he have fun at home; does 

he et along. with brothers, sisters, parents? Is he ad- 

justed to the physical conditions, econoiiic coditioiis, 
spiritual conditions to which lie is subjected? Parents 

who have never played as children are apt to minimize the 

value of play, or consider it a waste of time instead of 

a normal development. The mentally :ifted or mentally 

regarded often can not find satisfyinF, recreational acti- 
vity in certain types of environment. 

(4) The place or status, within the environment of 

his race, reli;ion, etc., all contribute to the analysis. 

If he is set apart in the community, what does it do to 

his personality? would this be lessened if he could iden- 

tify himself with his parents or someone else? 

(5) Coriunity environmental trends must be consider- 

ed. A community of persons must often be made to face 

situations that call for special effort on the pert of 

all, on which depends the common good, inc1udin that of 

the maladjusted child. Perhaps gangs exist in certain 

areas, athletes in another, labor classes may predominate 

in one; industrialists and professionals in another. Spe- 

cial efforts ol' the school can help the community to 

solve those problems .Jich affect the student's school 

adjustment. 
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(6) Schools have a part to play in environmental 

integration: They show ways towards individual adjust- 

nient and teach that communities have cooperative obliga- 

tions of a patriotic, re1iiou educational,and civic 

nature. 

3. ecoFnition of the Te 
Probleni i.reas 

ue for linderstandin 

In the cases presented it was noticed that there 

were areas which needed to be identified as the counselee?s 

problem. These areas at ti*es are easily located, at 

other times the seat of the trouble needs much therapy be- 

fore the real cause is found. In the type cases given, 

the importance of the reco:nition of these problem areas 

by the teacher as well as the counselor, is well illus- 
trated. Lost problem areas will center in the home, the 

counselee's o;in person - his health, personality and 

character, delinquency, or in the school and the community. 

reas Centering in the Home 

Geographic location and 
social status 
Political and racial 
prejudice 

Conversation and language 
in the home 

ttitude toward radio, 
press, movies 

Common interests 
Habits of family 

Number of people in 
the home 

Desertion, infidelity, 
broken homes 

Type of dicipline 



Opportunities for social 
1 if e 

Individual ascendancy 

Lother and father working 
(when) 

.Ton-support, poverty, and 
destitution 

Il mess 

Cyn ici sin 

1.arjtal status 

Foster parents 

Difference in age of 
parents and child 

Parental domination 

Drinking and ambling 

Love and security 

i-I e lth 
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Lack of parental interest 

Too much parental interest 

Discrimination among child- 
ren in home 

Rejection by parents be- 
cause of child's opposi- 
tion to home standards 

Unrealized ambitions of 
parents for child 

Parents' insistance on 
excelling 

Lack of study facilities 

Lack of achievement in the 
home 

Dickering because of dif- 
ferent faiths 

Lack of mutual understand- 
ings toward amusements 
and athletic competi-. 
t ion 

Areas Centerinr In Counselee's Person 

Biological physique Any recent illness or 
operations 

ny deviation frani accepted 
norm Epilepsy 

Personal health habits iervousness 

C-eneral posture 

Coordination of body 

Hearinr and vision 

Skin condition 

Disorders because of or- 
aiic, endocrine, or 

toxic condition 



Teeth 

Speech disorders 

Personality and Character 

General citizenship 
Vo ice 

Social graces and social 
coinpentency 

iccentricities 
Lack of initiative 
Teraperanent 

Over-activity 

Excessive sensitiveness 

Excessive anxiety, fearful 
Irritability 
Tea1ousy 

Selfishness 

Over-dependability 

Go s s ipy 

elf -conscious 

Psychotic 

Over-imaginative 

e urot i c 

Inferiority feeling 
Shyness 
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Recommendations of school 
personal doctor, or 
school nurse 

Prejudices 

Outlook on dinity of 
wo rk 

Leadership and f ellov- 
ship 

'..orking with others, 
tact, and friendli- 
ness 

Dishonesty 

Laziness 

Spread of feeling - 
tone in emotions 

Inability to find con- 
structive ways of 
eetin frustrations 

Hostility feelings 

Temper tantruis 
Excessive anrer 

Excessive depression 

Apathy, negativism, 
repressions 

Introversion, extro- 
version 

Compul s i on s 

Phobias 



Forwardness 

Boisterousness 

Disorderliness 

Impulsiveness 

Delinquency 

Home, neiThborhood 
or school defiance 

?r uanc y 

Stealing 

Running away 

Inc or rig ib il i ty 

Disorderly conduct 

PurchasinC of liquor 
and cigarettes 

Violation of traffic, 
school, and curfew laws 

Obsessions 

Complexes 

Conflict between ideal- 
isni and reality 

Insecurity caused by real 
or fancied injury 

Lack of adjustnient be- 
cause of mental dis- 
orders 

..exual raisdenieanor 

Pr e gnan e y 

Masturbat ion 

Adultery 

Indecent exposure 

Double moral standards 

:.isinroration about sex 

Obscene literature 

L.reas Centered in the School and the Counity 

Education and 3chool vironnient 

Time schedule Large classes 

Inadequate grading system Lack of provisions for 
accelerated and hancli- 

Curriculum not based on needs capped 



Failure 

Lack of successful achieve- 
ment 

Lack of adequate school pro- 
rem and extra-curricular 

activities 
Inadequate extended school 

se rv ice s 

Iisunderstandin of re- 
wards and punishments 

Discipline requiring 
unquestionable obedience 

Poor study habits 

ITome work assi'iiments 

Lack of pupil-teacher under- 
standings 

Lack of reassurance being 
iven so assurance may 

be regained 

Inability to read 

Parents choice of occupa- 
t ion 

Limited opportunities for 
vocational choice 

Ignorance of opportunities 
and offerings 

Unwise Choice not based 
on abilities 

riamorizing occupations 

Lack of adequate testing 
pro gram 
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Final examinations 

!\'iental capacity 

Overactivity and over- 
a chi evers 

Îjnderactivitv and under- 
achievers 

Scattered interests 
Erractic behavior 

Lack of school contact 
with parents 

Lack of counselin fad- 
lities 

Lack of organized plan- 
fling for the future 

Conflict between kinds 
of choice 

Lack of cooperation of 
industry and business 
.witli school, in pro- 
viding work experience 
program for pupils 

Lack of adequate physical 
plant 

Transportation difficult- 
ies 



Conmun it y 

Inadequate recreational facilities 
Unsupervised teen-age gatherings 
Tjndesirable cliue activities 
Lack of provision for non-parti 

cipants 

Prejudices of cornriu- 
nity 

Conflict of community 
church- school-hone 
program activities 

Lack of conceptions 
coLllmity has for 
need of youth 

Lack of provision for 
material, financial, 
recreational, and 
spiritual growth 

4. Recoìtion of the Technicjdes for TJnderstanding 
T'est nowledge Techniques 

Much information ol' value for guidance can be gained 
throuui testing when used as an explanatory means for an 

in-service training tiirouh the case study. Testing as a 

technique is unique in that it is already in existence in 
most schools. The analysis of tests will give kno\.ledge 
to teac1ers that will lead to diacnostic analysis of the 
individual child, Diagnostic analysis that leads to Indi- 
vidual counselin' is the only justifiable reason for exten- 
sive testinr. From this vievrpoint, tests are the proies- 
sionci tool-kit of the teachers, the schools, and the 
counselors. They must, however, be used intelligently by 

teachers and counselors, otherwise the results may prove 
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disastrous. The purpose of testina was never for "test's 
sake" or to shove students into certain learnin patterns, 

but rather that with "test achieved insight" from the 

tests, counselors, and. teachers lead the students to "de- 

velopmental insights." Frequently tests are a basis for 

securing n inroad when rapport cannot be established in 

any other apparent way. 

It night be said that tests are the bases for the 

measurement and the analysis of a pupil's intel1ience, 
achievement, personality characteristics, and adjustments 

or the "baroraeter" of recognizable Droblem and growth 

areas. Tests proved a valuable tool in each of the cases 

presented in Chapter II, both in locating problem areas 

and in measurin- progress of adjustment. 

There are four major classifications of tests: .&. 

Intelligence or Lental Liaturity Test, B. Achievement Test 

of the Skills Type, C. Personality and. enta1 Health 

Tests, and D. General and Occupational Interest Inven- 

tories. 
These may be again divided, into other categories, 

those that are used systematically by a school system 

and aiven t regular spaced intervals, eid those given 

for special purposes as the occasion for guidance arises. 



A. Inte1li;ence or ental maturity test. 82 

Intelligence tests predict to i de;ree 

1. School success 

2. Occupational level 

Typ e s 

1. (-roup and individual 

2. Verbal and non-verbal 

Interpretation 

1. I.'. scores on different tests not cpara- 

ble 

2. Unreliability of a sinle score. Importance 

of repeated testing. 

3. elationship of' scores to environmental 

fac to rs 

Generai knowledge gains from using intelligence 

tests 

1. Group sets are more economical and conven- 

iently -iven. 

2. The Stanford-Linet and the ..echs1er-Bel- 

lvue Scale are excellent tests for indivi- 

dual cases. 

. . .The Terman-Ierrill revision of stanford- 
Binet scale is usually regarded as the best 
sinf1e measure of intelligence or academic 
aptitude, and it is highly desirable for a 

f:uidence department to have some member of 
its staff trained to administer, score and 
interpret the results of this examination. ... 
(6:47) 



One of the advantaes of using the I. . score of 

the iechs1er-1ellevue ca1e as a basis for mental classi- 
fication is that it does not lose siht of the fact that 

intelliences are relative to ae since mental deteriora- 

tion is a considered factor. 
In general, adult I..'s obtained on the Binet 

will differ from those obtained on the Bellevue. 
Scale, in proportion to the degree to which the 
Binet fails to make allowance for the age factoi. 
ccordingly, I.Q.'s obtained on the Bellevue Scale 

will show close agreement with those obtained on 
the various revisions of the Binet up to about 
age 15, because up to this age they both take 
into consideration the age factor. But from this 
age on the Bellevue I.;. villi begin to be sys- 
tematically higher than the Binet I.....(9:142) 
Since it has been learned that the I.. scores 

on different tests are not comparable, that tests ar.e 

somevfnat unreliable, and that no score is exact, it is 

important that judents are not based on tests alone or 

much less on a particular score. 

B. Achievement Tests 

Uses in guidance and in-service training 
1. To locate weaknesses reauiring remedial eat- 

ment. 
2. To identify special aptitudes for certain 

kinds of subject matter. 

3. To identify under-achievers and over- 

achievers. 

Interpretation 
1. iecessity that scores be made statistically 



comparable 

2. i1ecessity for considering background 

3. Caution against putting too much emphasis on 

small differences in percentile rank. 

general knowledce rains from using achievement tests. 

i. Tests help to discover areas not only for an 

individual but also for a school or entire 

school s3rste. 

Z. They form a basis for diagnostic and remedial 

work. 

The successful teacher and counselor will learn 

from the study of achievement tests to help students 

capitalize on their peaks revealed in the testing by aid- 

inr them to discern career .'oals. 

C. Personality and Mental Health Tests 

These tests reveal to a degree the areas of in- 

security, security, maladjustments and conflicts of stu- 

dents. In answering these tests students identify them- 

selves with the experiences projected in the tests, for 

this reason teachers and counselors need a broad psy- 

ShOlOiC5l understandin for their interpretation. 

There are many varieties of this type of test; 

amon them beine the questiomiaire type, such as the 

California Test of Personclity, and the projective 

tyDe, such as the Thematic ipperceptive Test and the 



Rorschach. The latter are especially helpful in verify- 

ifl[ the level nd cuality of intel1ience, the amount 

and direction of emotional eneries, and location of 

neurotic, anxiety, and psycholic conditions. These tests 

are difficult to interpret, and great discretion is neces- 

sary in their use, but it is exDedient that each teacher 

and counselor have knowledge of their importance in 

guidance services. 

General know1edce gains from usine personality and 

mental health tests follow: 

1. Personality tests are not '7the all" in test- 

ing, just as that is true of every test, but they are a 

helpful instrument in locating problems which arise from 

personality and character traits and in seeing these 

probleiìs in relation to the "who1'pattern. 

...The concept of 'wholeness' merely 
emphasizes the necessity of viewinr and inter- 
pretin specific aspects of conduct in their 
complex relations ijith other elements of the 
whole. (7:103) 

Neither the exact nature nor the minimum 
number of dimensions or factors necessary to 
describe the functioning personality adecuately 
is yet known; and were these data at present 
obtainable, problems in utilizing them to ini- 

prove personality and adjustment still remain 
to be solved. (7:108) 

2. Teachers and counselors will use this medium 

as one of the techniQues to lead to greater understanding 

of maladjustment areas, to recognize their causes when 



possible, and to lead the counselee to an acceptance of 

self i,:jth adjustment measures. 

Traxler states that the uses of such tests are 

as follows: 

...Pwo important uses of these tests are (i) 
to stimulate the pupils to evaluate critically 
their own personality characteristics, and (2) 
to serve as a point of departure in conferences 
between counselors and individual pupils.... 
(8:lO'7-l08) 

D. Occupational and eneral Interest Inventories 

Interest tests and inventories attempt to determine 

the individual's interest in vocations, academic subjects, 

and leisure-time activities, as well as his potential 

le3nins toward a iven field. 

1. These tests furnish accjuaintance with voca- 

tional trends, literature and job areas, with local and 

national economic rket. 

2. i-any occupational and interest tests lead to 

an awakenin of interest in particular professional or 

job areas. 

3. Tests used toward occupational goal planning 

are of great interest and specific importance to students. 

Occupational interest inventories, vhen considered with 

personality developmental tastes, make the personal 

picture more graphic. 



It is when tests are used to meet a felt 
need of the client, rather than merely as in- 
formation for the counselor, that they func- 
tion therapeutically.... (5:251) 

4. Aptitude tests freQuently can be used to follow 

an interest tyDe of test to measure specific skills and 

abilities. The object is to predict in a degree whether 

the student is in possession of an aptitude for the skills 

required in that field. 

Tests can do things towards strengthening a stu- 

dent's purposes, e.g., v.hen he matches his interests with 

his profile procured from his interest inventory. Through 

counseling, tests in vocations and occupations can show 

the value of capitalizing on peaks and abilities when 

these are compared with those of others who are succes- 

sful in the field of his interest. 

Lany excellent books are available for studying 

the value of tests in :uidance. However, for in-service 

traininí: the following surnmarizin points are considered 

basic in interpreting the student's cumulative record 

and in initiatin uidance. 

General Knowledge Gains 

1. Tests are not ends but means to an end. 

2. single test is unsatisfactory and unreliable 

as a source of individual dianosis. 



3. Tests should be considered as one of the 

technicues to be used in helpin, to find tue 

"real self." 

4. It is inoortant to note the pupilts response 

to the lanr'uae and non-lanuae factors in 

a test. The insight this furnished will be 

helpful for both educational and vocational 

guidance. 

5. Tests are one of the means where weaknesses 

of individuals can be identified and needed 

assistance provided. 

6. Testing implies discoverin abilities and 

conferring with students about courses, career 

planning, achievement possibilities. 

7. Tests can make the ordinary teacher more 

conscious of individual needs, assets, and 

defenses. 

8. Discretion needs to be radntained in not ;iv- 

ing I.,,. scores to parents or students, as 

many variables need to be considered even in 

the liht of many test scores. 

9. There should not be the implication that 

tests will provide the solutions to the stu- 

dent's problems. 



lo. Scores need not be exact for counselors but 

just approximate. However, this zone of in- 

accuracï is not for those 'iving the tests 

as such a discrepancy would increase mac- 

curacy and unreliability of test scores. 

11. Tests serve as an implement to build the 

basis for diarnosis and future seif-develoD- 

ment of social, mental, environmental, and 

educational possibilities of the student. 

12. Tests can lead not only to understanding 

student's and school's fundamental needs, 

but also to con]munity's fundamental needs. 

13. Tests may make a student resentful, dis- 

couraged, or over-independent if they are 

not used with intellience and insight. 

14. iny test scores must be interpreted cautious- 

ly and in relation to local norms and then 

considered in relationship with the problem 

the student presents. 

15. Familiarity with a test gained throuh its 

use is important. Lack of real familiarity 

should be a consideration ',hen counselors 

and teachers use tests, as usabilit' is 

functional, in relationship to knowledge. 



16. Tests, used experimentally and in the 1igIt 

of counseling from the individual inventories 

are more specifically left to the uidance 

clinic for r.:ore specific diagnosis. 

5. ieconition of the TechniQue of Intervie;inE 

Intervie\linr is one of the techniques which the teach- 

er in in-service traininR through the case study will use 

in helpinï the growth process of the student. The educator 

has realized for lon that education comes from within and 

not from above, yet it is h:rd to put this philosophy into 

effect when most schools follow the euthotet ive pattern. 

The interview is not a source of sho\ving "authority in pro- 

ces" but "student opportunity in process." 

Interviewing is an art. It might be called profes- 

sional conversation between people. It should, therefore, 

take place in a comfortable, pleasant atniosphere. iid 
chairs, or anything suggestive of "counter counselin-" 

should be avoided. It is based on Tood. relationship. This 

implies that it must not only be informal but that it 
must not appear directed. The student must feel free to 

talk v,hen he wants to and to say as much or as little as 

he wishes. The first interview is all important in that 

failure to create rapport then may mean inability on the 
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part of the counselor ever to secure the confidence of 

the counselee. In estab1ishin this rapport a .00d 

technique to keep in mind is to keep the counselee's 

potentialities and capabilities in the foreground, then 

the probability is that he v.i11 reveal his ovin problems. 

In a ood interview there ':i1l e an interacting influence 

between counselee and counselor. 

...The counse1iní relationship is one in which 
warmth of acceptance and absence of any coercion 
or personal pressure on the part of the counselor 
permits the maximum expression of fee1in;s, at- 
titudes and problems by the counselee. The rela- 

tionship is a well-structured one, with limits of 
time, of d'ependence, and of a g. :ressive action 
which apply particularly to the client, and limits 
of responsibility and of affection v;hich the 
counselor imposes on himself. In this uniaue ex- 
perience of conplete emotional freedom within a 
ve1l-defined framework, the client is free to 
recognize and understand his impulses and patterns, 
positive and negative, as in no other relation- 
ship. 

This therapeutic relationship is distinct from, 
and incompatible viti, most of the cuthoritative 
relationships of every-day life. (5:114) 

In the interview the counselor must be sensitive 

to observe the counselee closely, notin how the couiiselee 

first cones into the office, his posture, gait, and voice. 

His emotional tone is significant. At no time is the 

counselor to become upset by the behavior of the counse- 

lee 'or there are times he may show hostility or irritabi- 

lity at other times he nay be giggling, affectionate, or 

over-affectionate. These behavior patterns are usually 
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caused by tension. 

...To reconize that the client is opposed to 
the contact and to make it plain that this feel- 
in is acceptable to the counselor, largely re- 
moves it as a barrier to the counseling.... 
(5:160) 

The î'ood counselor is a good listener. The import- 

ant thing to find out is what the counselee is thinking. 

To let him have his say can result in a very dynamic in- 

terview. Fron this 1istenin the counselor must be care- 

ful not to interpret aloud, but rather to keep judgment 

in abeyance. Time is needed not only to establish rapport, 

but to permit the counselee to find his true self. The 

criticism is often that 'nothin happen&1 when a student 

has been referred to a counselor. This is true for a con- 

siderable time as there can be no pushing to maturity of 

understandings. 

To encourage "just cotie in" is excellent to make the 

necessary rapport possible. 

The record.inv:. Of interviews is necessary to cetermine 

what is occurring and to make possible in the sequence of 

interviews, an analysis of the case by the counselor to the 

teachers and. others who need to Imow the outcomes. 

Counselors frecjuently need to show teachers that 

interviews can not be held in the presence of others. In 

the process of gaining understandings, conferences fre- 

quently are arranged with students, teachers, parents, and 
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counselor. 

...Counseling implies a private interview 
between the counselor and the counselee; there- 
fore there can be no such thing as "group counsel- 
ing" or counseling of an individual in the presence 
of other pupils.... (2:60) 

Counselors owe students much consideration because 

in some respects the community, home, and school have be- 

trayed youth until subterfuge paths have been sought 

rather than the realistic oath. 

...Certainly one of the significant goals 
of any counseling experience is to bring into 
the open those thoughts and attitudes, those 
feelin:s and emotionally charged impulses, 
which center around the problems and conflicts 
of the individual.... (5:131) 

The frequency of interviews will depend on the 

nature of the problem, whether it is clinical, educational, 

or environmental. The deep seated clinical case is usual- 

ly referred to the Guidance Clinic with the school keeping 

an observant eye and following the recommendation of the 

clinic. 

The closing phases of counseling interviews should 

be pleasant. It is the student who indicates when this 

phase of uidance has arrived by expressing independence 

in thought. It is when the counselor and counselee both 

feel that the counselee shows greater maturity and seems 

to know better how to use his resources to find "self." 

"...It is as though the client v;ere saying, I am able to 
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handle this by myself'...." (5:216) The counselee should 

feel that continued friendliness, sincerity, and interest 

will be avilable; and by that very fact he Viljll be en- 

couraged to return when the need arises. 

In relation to the interview, Erickson and smith 

have well summarized the material. This is so coinprehen- 

sive in development it vuld be profitable for teachers 

end counselors to make cards of reminders and to put a 

different 011e in view each day. 

In the concluctin2 of the counseling interview, 
as many as possible of the following simple sus- 
gestions should be observed. 

1. Greet the counselee sincerely and cordially. 
2. Relate the introductory conversation to me 

topic t1at is known to be of interest to the 
counselee, but unrelated to the purposes of 
the interview. 

3. Establish a mutual, cordial relationship be- 
fore approaching the problem that concerns 
the counselee. 

4. Keep the counselee on eq.ual footing; 
don't patronize and don't give orders. 

5. L:ake the problem. stand out and encourae 
the counselee to discuss it. 

6. Once the problem is approached, let the 
counselee :oint the way. 

P7 Ask salient cjuestions, but don't hound 
the counselee to the point of embarrassment. 

3. Give advice only when absolutely necessary. 
g. Assist the counselee to understand his 

problem and to recognize the merits of 
possible solutions. 

10. Consider other resources and what assistance 
they may be able to offer the counselee in 
meeting his Droblem. 

II. Deserve the counselee's confidence and re- 
spect as a professional person; make h 
want to seek subsequent interviews. 
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12. Let the counselee do most of the talking. 
13. Surnnarize the siiificant data and achieve- 

inents of the interview. 
14. ìiote any mistakes that you may have made 

in the conduct of the interview. 
15. Plan a program of action. (2:116) 

6. Reconition of the Techniaue of Tfnderstandin 
Coimse1in 

?o learn the counseling techniQue is not easy. 

Counse1in is foreiai to the aVerar-e thinking mind 

as most people have not been accustomed to the co-operative 

plan of deve1opnent, but rather they ere defensive of what 

they t.;ink, feel, do, and desire to do. The personnel of 

industries and schools for the most part have been authori- 
tatively trained and think that coune1ing is only a sup- 

Dlemental víorkinF out, a big brother type of thin, or an 

authoritative, imposition of the will. It is a far-reach- 
in educational endeavor to show then, instead, that coun- 

se1in, leads to self-development of the most logical type. 

. . .Effective counseling consists of a definitely 
structured, permissive relation6hip Vi!IlCh allows 
the client to gain an understandi of himself 
to a degree which enables him to take positive 
steps in the liht of his new orientation.... 
(5:18) 

If all school personnel became so trained that 
counseling could be as wide in economic scope as there are 

economic ways for livelihood, and if as many ways to happi- 

ness could be shown as there are avenues of happiness; then 

it would happen that ambitions could be fed with realiza- 
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??'.5aviour of hunan resources." 

Counseling has but one major aim: to assist 
pupils to make more effective adjustments to 
the environment in which they live. For a 
iven individual, maintaining or recovering a 

proper degree of adjustment may reiuire mak- 
ing a choice or a decision of some other kind. 
From the point of view of the counselor, it 
means assisting. (2:111) 

That counseling is not without plan or foundation 

is clearly shown in the fo11owi.g remarks, poignant in 

principles: 

ob nalysis of Counseling 

1. Counseling services 
These services may be summarized under the 

following headin,s: 
a. Secures data about counselee 
b. Secures and makes readily available 

adecluate sata about job opportunities and 
trends, about the kinds and amounts of skills 
and traits required. 

C. Secures and makes readily available 
information about educational and training 
opportunities and requirements 

d. Conducts interviews 
e. Establishes conimunity v:orking rela- 

t i onsh ip s 
f. oes follow-up work 
g. Creates favorable public reaction 

and support. 
h. Provides suitable physical facilities 

and services. 
2. Related information and special skills needed 
by the counselor. 

The counselor needs the information snd 
skills that must be employed in accomplishing 
"a" to htT, above. 
3. Devices and tools 

The counselor iiust knOw vhat tools and. de- 
vices can be used in carrying on the functions sug- 
rested above. lie must liow how to use effectively 
each tool and device. 
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From this it v;ould seem that in the motif behind 

counseling there is no looseness in direction nor is it 

filled with prophecies, but that the knowledge of the 

counselor is directive and intuitive by experience. 

Mcxiv pupils, parents, and teachers tend to shy away 

from counselinr services or fear to lend a helping hand. 

Some at first are fearful that they may reveal what they 

consider personal or sacred; others are fearful that mani- 

festations ::ill show weaknesses, and in turn that this in- 

formation will be used against them. Others feel that 

counselors are intruders. tudents often associate coun- 

selin with discipline because of the dual positions of 

some school counse1or. such fears and misunderstandinfs 

will disappear as counseling becomes better known and 

understood. 

Jother author, in speakinf. of the breadth of 

scope in the field of counseling, puts it thus: 

If he is to be helped, he must be directly 
provided with the information pertinent to 
his roblem, to his plan, to his adjustment, 
to his development, or access to it must be 
arraned. 

The best designation of counseling may thus 
be a kind of "operationalt' definition in which 
the word is prefaced by a descriptive adjective 
such as "placement counseling" or "employment 
counselin.ci" or q.ualified. in some other way. 

In a sense, the counseloraiways stands be- 
tween the client and society, interpreting one 
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a dynamic individuLul intimately interactive 
with a dynamic social process. He attempts 
to aid that individual in attaininr, the most 
satisfactory adjustant end the highest pos- 
sible self-realization consistent with social 
realties and with universally valid social 
sanctions and moral values. (4:27) 

From this it can be seen that ruidance is not 

narrow in scope but wide in its relation to man's happi- 

ness. The counseling must be in relationship to per- 

sonal problems, educative oCferins and industrial and 

national trends. For this the counselor must hold in- 

formation available whether it be for occupational out- 

lets, security of livelihood, or personal adjustment. 

It is often asked if counseling is not an expensive 

and unnecessary service since problems could really be 

discussed in groups. There is of course the group coun- 

selin but in this paper this type of counseling is not 

referred to, as most problems are private in nature. It 

is for personal security that counseling exists. 

. . 
5fl\r of the problems of pupils are highly 

personal in nature, and most of them require 
private, individualized assistance from. the 
counselor or from some other staff niember.(2:4) 

It might be said that one of the basic character- 

istics of counseling is that it is a personal comuunica- 

tion between client and counselor in a professionally 

controlled, and to a limited extent, guided situation. 



...Remexaberin the fact tha the client must 
be his own arbiter as a uniq.ue and free msn, the 
counselor asks: "How can I 4ve him the help he 
needs without intrusionV' This is the basic 
methoclolorical problem. 

The theory that the probleni-ituation is a 
field, in the context of which both client and 
counselor are involved, pemits us to see the 
client ind counselor as joint investigators 
and evaluators, both contributing their points 
of view to the problem-situution, and strivin: 
to evaluate them realistically. Thus the in- 
terpretations of the counselor are considered 
co-equal with those of the client, and both are 
treated in an objective manner. ultimately, of 
course, it is the client who chooses what it is 
that he will do as a result of the joint evalua- 
tion. (4:15) 

It mir-;ht be said of the counselor that it is a 

most satisfying experience to itiiess some of the prores- 
sion thous,h frequently close, that comes to counselees 

when once they are able to feel a greater freedom in 

their thinking, aehievin, and the feelin: of competency 

in their relationship with others. Development of self 
is an outrrowth of the efforts of both counselor and 

counselee if the proper relationships were established from 

the outset. 

7. Reco.nition of the Technique of Achievement of Insight 

The function of the in-service approach is to lead 

to insir-hts. No therapy can be considered effective 

until this stase is re ched. It might be called the 

climax of therapeutic procedure. 
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...InsiÇrit here means the self-perception 
of new meaning in an individual's own ex- 
perience such that relationships of cause 
and effect .ain new significance....(5:VI) 

The primary technique employed by the counselor to 

develop insight both on the part of himself and of the 

counselee, is to encoura'e the expression of attitudes and 

feelins until insightful understanding appears spontaneous- 

ly. owever, insight y be delayed and even made i:t]pOS- 

sible by unwise efforts of the teacher-counselor personnel 

to brin it :bout . erhaps the best method is that in 

which the counselor assists the counselee to drop any de- 

fensiveness and feeling that attitudes should not be 

brounht into the open. He will then look t the total 

picture in reality v;ithout trying to justify or to protect 

himself and he v;ill see relationships clearly and recognize 

hitherto hidden impulses within himself. 

....TIen he can face clearly, and can accept 
as a part of himself, these less praiseworthy 
feelins, the need for defensive reactions tend 
to disappear. (5:l'79-l8O) 

From an emotional and intellectual acceptance of 

self comes the realization of related perceptions which 

in turn lead to new insights. enuine insichts viill in-V 

dude a positive choice of satisfying, goals. Whether 

the phase of development be in en intellectual or emotional 

area the counselee comes to see clearly the choice between 
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his former satisfactions and. his present ones vhich are 

no of a more mature, adult behavior type. In the ac- 

ceptance of these insights he continues his growth without 

the sense of loss for satisfactions discarded. 

...11 too often the counselor acts es 
though be were endeavoring to force the 
client to give up satisfactions....(5:209) 
?he teacher in in-se vice trainin should avoid 

this error since any choice to be effective rriust be made 

by the counselee himself. If interpretations are made by 

the counselor and not accepted, resistance may result. 
Tiowever, the counselor may help towards insights by re- 

formu1atinF those already achieved or by suggesting re- 

lationships of reaction ':hich seem to be evident in the 

material which the counselee has already stated, If, then, 

interpretation is not accepted, the refusal is an important 

fact. 
nother characteristic of growth toward maturity in 

insight which may be expected is its irregular advance. 

8. econition of the Technique of Using Records 

Records are a means to an end in guidance. The re- 

cords raake up the individual inventory. 

...The individual inventory is the greatest 
single determinant of the nature and extent of 
guidance services needed by the individual.... 
They serve to "inventoryt' the whole amut of his 
potentielities and weaknesses and to present the 
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pupil as a whole individual. Thus all the re- 
cord forms eontainïnr data about the individual, 
ineludin- tue cumulative card, become his indi- 
vidual inventory. (2:74-75) 

ny item in the ind.ividusi inventory should be 

interpreted only in the licht of all inventory dati. It 

is as though one set of data serves as a check against 

other accumulated facts. Counseling then is maintained. 

and decisions are made only on the basis of as full an 

inventory of pertinent facts as possible. 

Records are usually cumulative in nature. If 

this is so, it :ill not be necessary to have a streamline 

program of testing before an analysis of interpretatio1 

coniinences. Inventories are cumulative not onlr in nature 

but also in the way they have been assembled, since they 

are the POOlifl of pertinent data contributed by the per- 

sons .;orkin iv1th the individual. The value of the cuuu- 

lative record vill be in proportion to its completeness 

and accuracy. 

The teacher in "in-service training throufl the 

case study" should be fariiiìr with the characteristics 

and uses of the cumulative record as a technique in 

uidance. These may be sunnarized briefly. 

The chief characteristics of the cumulative records 

are their suitability to the school in vihich they are 

used, their accessibility of location, their completeness 
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and. accuracy of personal and educational data recorded, 

their scope for educational and vocational goals, and 

their provision for follow-up after fornai school days. 

Records are used. to provide infornation so counsel- 

ing may commence on a solid basis. They provide teuchers 

with Information about the Feneral readiness of students 

for specific courses as well as 3bout their general level 

of aptitude and achievement. Thus they nay form a basis 

for cur:iculuxn raodification. Records can serve as an in- 

road to establish rapport, and as a basis for clinical 

referrals. They are useful for furnishing infornation 

about school-leavers to employers or to personnel of higher 

educational institutuions. 

It will be found that if teachers understand the 

meaningful implications of records they will have greater 

interest in them, keep theni more willingly, and interpret 

them more understandingly. 

9. Recornition of Techniaue of Inte1lient Co-oterative 
Use of Outside Agencies 

That the intelligent, co-operative use of outside 

agencies is part of a wise school-corrimunity program in 

guidance soon becomes evident to the teacher in training 

through the case study. There is hardly a day that goes 

by in which the school personnel has no possibility or 
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responsibility to cooperate with social agencies, church 

organizations, Red. Cross, or resource specialists. The 

training of the whole child is the responsibility of the 

hone with the basic help of the school, but the assistance 

of resource specialists is often a necessity. In the 

cases presented, contributions frani the psychologist, 

psychiatrist, doctor, visiting teacher, neurologist, and 

social welfare personnel added materially in discovering 

problem areas and in suggesting adjustment measures. 

10. Recognition of Follow-up in Guidance as an Influence 
in Curriculum i.aking 

Another technique that will grow out of the case 

study approach is the "follow-up", which has had little 

recognition as a means for helping schools meet the demands 

of our times. 

...It is only through a continuing follow-up 
of its school leavers that the school is in a 
position to ascertain thether its products are 
marketable in an everchanging consumer's market. 
Then, after accumulating the data, it is the 
obligation of the school to modify its program 
so as to turn out up-to-date products into a 
stream-lined atomic-period labor market. Surely 
training in the planning for, and the gathering, 
interpreting and using of survey data is a 

necessary element in the preparation of all 
administrators, teachers and counselors. (11:10) 

It is the school guidance service which supplies 

this infomation about school-leavers, through its follow- 

up to administrators and to curriculum makers. The 
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teacher in in-service training, through the study of the 

curriculum to which such information has been added, will 

understand why modifications have been made in curriculum 

offerings or in the methods of teaching. 

The case study approach also leads to a greater 

understanding on the part of makers of curricula, parti- 

cularly in understanding that it is the individual student 

who must be considered. Case study analyses all too fre- 

quently reveal little opportunity of choice of subjects and 

a lack of' relation between what has been learned in school 

and the skills reauired of the school-leaver when he is 

employed. Schools must find some way to bridge the gap 

that now exists between our philosophy and the limited 

curricula that are now offered. 1\odifications and exten- 

sions of curriculum can be made in the light of case data 

findings. 

11. Recognition of the Technique of Characteristic Steps 
in the Therapeutic Process 

The technique of recognitions of steps in the 

therapeutic process is very important. It is an outgrowth 

that can be ecpected from the learnings gained from in- 

service training through the case study. From the culniì- 

nation of knowledge gained of the techniques there is a 

realization by the teacher that there is a definite type 

of procedure In the therapy. This is a matter that 
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should be sensed by anyone concerned with guidance. 

The student comes for help or is asked to come for 

a conference. 

...If the cJ.ient himself accepts responsi- 
bility for bringing himself, he also accepts 
the responsibility for working upon his prob- 
lems. (5:32) 

Encouragement is given but not arraignment if the appoint- 

ment is not kept. 

The helping situation is usually defined. The 

student does not have the answer, but the counseling 

situation does provide a place where he can, with assist- 

ance, work out his ovm solutions to his problems. The 

student because of lack of experience needs help in this. 

The counselor encourages free expression of feel- 

ings in regard to the problem. "The counselor's whole 

function at this stage is to encourage free expression." 

(5:36) 

The counselor makes it plain that it is his task 

to provide a place and an atmosphere in which problems can 

be thought through and relationships recognized. This 

is done mainly by his acceptance and reassurance of the 

student. 

The counselor accepts, recognizes and clarifies 

negative feelings. Sometimes he does this only in his own 

mind and sometimes to the student, depending upon the 
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The counselor accepts and recognizes the positive 
feelings. These are not accepted with approbation or 

Draise but just as the negative feelings viere accepted, 

iaerely as facts, but with acceptance or reassurance as 

the case may be. 

The acceptance of self cornes nearer to a realiza- 
tion. "This insight, this understanding of self and ac- 

ceptance of self, is the next important aspect of the 
whole process...." (5:40) 

The process of clarification and possible courses 

of action follow. Any more that is student-initiated is 
worthy of counseling and is realistic to the student. 
"...It is not his function to urge a certain cQurse of 

action or to give advice." (5:41) 

The next step of therapy is the initiation of 

positive action. The more this initiation grows out of 

the student's own insight drive to be better, or to do 

better, or to see necessary relationships, the more will 
therapy be successful. 

Further growth and insight follow.Close associa- 
tion of reassurance and encourai,ement is frequently neces- 

sary at this time. 
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The Integrated positive action on the part of the 

student is increasingly evident. Lapses will corne and 

retardation, but insights once established are the 

"anchoring oints," or one may say they are the "sea 

level," or the "personal established baronieter" or the 

individual. 

There is the necessity of dertandin that train- 

ing brings about efficiency in the field of guidance. 

...To do this necessary counseling deniands 
training in order to be able to identify and 
isolate the objective so that it can be 
studied and analyzed in terms of the indivi- 
dual's abilities and limitations. (11:10) 

Carl Rogers in his book, Counseling and Psycho- 

therapy summarizes that has been said about the order of 

procedure in counseling in his six steps which follow: 

1. The client has come for help, whether or not 
this initiative is absolutely necessary, there 
i no doubt that it has facilitated the pro- 
cess. 

2. He has freely explored his problems and their 
basis in his confused and conflicting funda- 
mental desires. 

b. He has developed a working insight into those 
reacting patterns which '.ere blocking his 
growth toward maturity. 

4. He has faced the full implications of that 
insight and has freely and of his own choice 
selected the "more weithty satisfactions," 
cround which he can integrate his activities. 

5. He has implemented his new choice by means of 
positive plans carried out in action. 
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6. He has become independent of further help 
from the counselor and has acauired confidence 

in his ability to direct his own life. (5:436) 

There are other techniques that can be revealed by 

teacher in-service training through the case study. It is 

believed that these will reveal themselves frOEn the nature 

of interest and materials here develoDed, and from 

growths that in-service treining develops within a group 

of interested staff members. From the techniques pre- 

sented and discussed it should not be a formidable task 

to undertake the in-service course for more guidance- 

mindedness. 

The techniques used by the counselor are not 

mysterious or highly technical. They are de- 

scribed by the phrase "applied educational cornnon 

sense"---There is no doubt that many of the 

guidance techniques require specialized skills, 
but some of these are not acquired as the result 
of formal training only, but rather practice 
plus study....(3:96) 
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CHAPTER IV 

STJUJARY 

Our philosophy of guidance for the last decade has 

emphasized the consideration of the whole child and the 

necessity of respecting his feelings, thereby maintaining 

his integrity. it is now niore clearly realized that a 

child can not learn unless he agrees to tile purpose of 

learning, and educators recognize that this principle of 

learning is of paramount importance. 

America's educational goal, as cited by its highest 

source for formulating educational policies, is thus 

stated: 

The Goal for our educational efforts must be 
the provision of training for every child and 
youth of the kinds best adapted to his abilities 
and in the amount calculated to develop his 
maximum usefulness to himself, his conimunity, and 
society. ile know that we are yet far short of 
reaching that goal. Educational opportunities are 
not equal in the United States, but vary greatly 
between regions and even within states, and cur- 
ricula have not always been adapted to the needs 

of the individual student....In the second 
place, education should prepare the individual 
to take his proper place in productive effort... 
The future of our democracy depends in no small 
part upon the provision we make for training 
youth in the ways and needs of our society. 
(1:40) 

In recognizing these goals, it has become apparent 

that the American youth should be accepted just as he 

is, with all his potentialities, and that he be helped 
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towards useful citizenship. The realization of these 

gains may be hoped for through the furtherance of the 

teacher in-service training through the case study. In 

this way teachers and parents will become more aware of 

the "self" within the school end community. 

In the preceding chapters the writer has endeavored 

to show how teacher in-service training in guidance through 

the case study can be achieved, the techniques to be used 

and the values which may accrue. 

Counseling cases have been presented, and the pro- 

cedure followed in each case has been traced, with some at- 

tempt at analysis in the light of the techniques used. 

The teacher's part in the guidance program has been indi- 

cated, as well as the possibilities for in-service train- 

ing of teachers in guidance techniques. 

The intelligent co-operation of teachers with the 

counseling personnel makes possible a broader scope of 

guidance services in the school as well as an increased 

efficiency. 

Teachers who have had in-service training in guidance 

through participation in therapy have a keener interest in 

their individual students and a deeper understanding of 

the difficulties which may block learning processes. 

Through home visits and by their participation in parent- 

teacher-counselee-counselor conferences they gain new 
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insights into students' problems. Their use of curn.ula- 

tive records in their in-service training makes them 

realize the indispensible part played by such records 

in guidance and the necessity o± their completeness 

and accurac:r. The time and labor the teacher must 

spend in assembling student records will be more cheer- 

fully given by one who realizes their significance and 

value to herself and to the guidance personnel. 

It will follow that the routine work of the counse- 

lor will be greatly lessened, making possible her devot- 

ing :íiore time to difficult cases and discovering probable 

on-set deviations from the normal. 

In-service treining in guidance within the school 

system develops a unanimity of thought and understanding 

among the administrators, the guidance personnel, and the 

teachers which tends to eliminate conflicting procedure in 

dealing with students. 

A guidance personnel, acting upon the principles 

underlying teacher in-service training throunh the case 

study, will have the public believing in it. students 

will then enjoy the freedoí of adding to world securities, 

and they will in turn enjoy securities that are necessary 

to gain happiness and competency in maturity. The case 

study shows these techniques of development at work. 
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...This developmental aspect points beyond the 
immediate counseling situation and its short-tern 
outcomes to the ultimate and controlling aim of all 
counseling and insigit, of all education, that of 
increasing the individual's understanding of self, 
of the environment, and of modes of adjustment so 
that the individual becomes increasingly capable 
of effective and creative living. Here is the 
dominating educational purpose of improving the 
individual's own power of adjustment, development, 
and effective purposing. (4:23) 

It is apparent that if a guidance program is a 

functional one, youth will be led into an ever-changing 

world well equipped, sensitive to social, mental, educa- 

tional, and vocational goals. 

...In place of anxiety and worry and feelings 
of inadequacy the client develops an acceptance 
of his sgrengths and weaknesses as being a realis- 
tic and coafortable point of departure and pro- 
gress in maturity. Instead of striving des- 
perately to be what he is not, the client finds 
that there are many advantages in being what he 
is and in developing the growth possibilities 
which are genuinely indigenous. (5:172) 

Another guidance author speaks in the same vein. 

The point will bear repeating that guidance 
as defined by those who approach the problem 
rationally implies first of all recognition and 
understanding of the individual and creation of 
conditions that will enable each individual to 
develop his fullest capacities and ultimately 
to achieve the maximum possible self-guidance 
and security both economically and socially. 
This concept of guidance epitomizes our 
democratic philosophy. It is an enduring as 
democracy itself, for basically it is democracy 
applied to the life of the school. (8:13) 
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The slogan 0±' todayt s educators may be "An inte- 

grated, mature personality for each self." it is an 

outlook commensurate with d.eraocracy. 
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